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Abstract 

This thesis seeks to, firstly, define corruption in the context of corruption tolerance and 

secondly, to assess how citizens’ corruption tolerance is constructed. Corruption tolerance 

is discussed in the context of trust, democracy and levels of corruption. For the micro 

analysis, surveys were conducted in Mexico and Poland to determine citizens’ levels of 

corruption tolerance. It was found that even though the political and cultural reality is very 

different in both countries and levels of corruption are significantly higher in Mexico than 

Poland, corruption tolerance amongst citizens was at a very similar level for both 

populations. Moreover, it could be established that different understandings of corruption 

influence corruption tolerance. Low tolerance of single immoral acts such as bribery, 

election fraud and favouritism was met by low tolerance of corruption in general. The 

macro analysis showed that neither interpersonal trust nor trust in the government predicts 

low corruption tolerance. However, levels of democracy are found to be reliable indicators 

of levels of corruption tolerance, proving to be more reliable than levels of corruption. 

Keywords: Corruption, Political Corruption, Corruption Tolerance, Morality, Mexico, 

Poland 
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“This self-deceit, this fatal weakness of mankind,  

is the source of half the disorders of human life.”   1

 Adam Smith. “The Theory of Moral Sentiments.” Strand & Edinburgh: A. Millar; A. Kincaid & J. Bell, 1761.1
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I. Introduction 

On 19 September 2017, one of the strongest earthquakes in Mexico’s history hit the 

country. Its epicentre was close to Puebla and Mexico City, two large urban areas, and 

killed 369 people with the majority of them in the country’s capital.  Many buildings were 2

destroyed completely, many more were left severely damaged. The Mexican non-profit 

organisation Mexicanos contra la Corrupción y la Impunidad (Mexicans against corruption 

and impunity) investigated and documented the buildings that had been affected by the 

earthquake. They found that low-quality materials had been used during construction and 

regulations had not been respected.  This  corruption scandal in the urban planning sector 3

resulted in whole neighbourhoods being damaged and left homes broken and families 

impoverished. What had gone wrong though?  

Mexico is used to earthquakes. During the devastating earthquake of 1985, which had 

occurred on the same day as the earthquake of 2017, more than 12’000 people lost their 

lives and hundreds of buildings were damaged.  As a result, the responsible directors of 4

construction - Directores Responsables de Obra (DRO) - a public administration entity was 

called into life to facilitate the organisation of construction works in the capital. Their 

responsibilities included the reconstruction of buildings that had been damaged by the 

earthquake aside the construction of new buildings, all under newly enforced regulations 

that should have secured them to be earthquake safe.  The 2017 earthquake unmasked the 5

corruption of the DRO, showing that they had not respected the regulations that had been 

introduced 32 years before. It became visible that even though citizens had informed the 

DRO of the damages at the time, claims had been ignored. The construction regulations, 

 BBC World News, “Sismo 2017 en México: las lecciones no aprendidas que dejó el terremoto del 19 de 2

septiembre,” via: https://www.bbc.com/mundo/noticias-america-latina-45544734, last access 20 June 2019.

 Mexicanos contra la corrupción y la impunidad. “¿Por qué se cayó mi edificio?,” via: https://3

miedificio.contralacorrupcion.mx, last access 20 June 2019.

 BBC World News, “Sismo 2017 en México: las lecciones no aprendidas que dejó el terremoto del 19 de 4

septiembre,” via: https://www.bbc.com/mundo/noticias-america-latina-45544734, last access 20 June 2019.

 Mexicanos contra la corrupción y la impunidad. “¿Por qué se cayó mi edificio?,” via: https://5

miedificio.contralacorrupcion.mx, last access 20 June 2019.
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which had initially been found to have been one of the best in the world, had failed at being 

implemented by the corresponding institutions.  However, neither the DRO, nor the 6

appointed construction companies claimed responsibility for their actions. Until date, no-

one has been sanctioned. Yet, 228 dead and countless injured alone in Mexico City had to 

learn the hard way how a case of corruption could destroy their lives.  The organisation 7

Mexicanos contra la corrupción y la impunidad clearly states the failed authorities as 

responsible.   8

This case is exemplary for administrative and political corruption, as it not only gives 

insight to the devastating consequences of an abuse of office and the extent of damage 

corruption can cause. It also demonstrates how cases of grand political corruption involve a 

network of actors, often throughout the public and private sectors. The abuse of power does 

not only contain classical cases of bribery or money laundering but can take on a variety of 

forms. Yet, political corruption shapes many scandals that involve different actors and have 

different outcomes. But if this is so, then what is political corruption? And maybe more 

importantly - what is it not? It should be asked, why are there higher levels of political 

corruption in one state than another? And who is (primarily) affected by acts of corruption? 

In this thesis the scope of political corruption is determined and explored. Specifically, the 

aim of this work is to evaluate how tolerant citizens in Poland and Mexico are towards 

political corruption within their respective countries. This is done in order to compare 

whether citizens’ corruption tolerance reflects actual levels of corruption. “Many Latin 

American and former Communist states face serious corruption-related problems, as well 

as tax evasion and organized crime. This is accompanied by the low effectiveness of 

political and legal institutions and often by the relatively low economic development.”  9

 Mexicanos contra la corrupción y la impunidad. “¿Por qué se cayó mi edificio?,” via: https://6

miedificio.contralacorrupcion.mx, last access 20 June 2019.

 BBC World News, “Sismo 2017 en México: las lecciones no aprendidas que dejó el terremoto del 19 de 7

septiembre,” via: https://www.bbc.com/mundo/noticias-america-latina-45544734, last access 20 June 2019..

 Ibid.8

 Natalia Letki, “Investigating the Roots of Civic Morality: Trust, Social Capital, and Institutional Performance,” 9

Political Behaviour, Vol. 28 (2006), 311.
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How do geographical, cultural and historical differences affect both countries’ levels of 

corruption and moreover citizens’ corruption tolerance? 

Corruption cannot be considered a genetic disease that involuntarily and heavily attacks 

some societies and others are immune to. In a 2017 Eurobarometer study on public 

perceptions of corruption, it was found that 58% of respondents in Poland believe that 

corruption is a widespread problem.  Moreover, 11% were unable to express an opinion, 10

whereas 30% believe it is rare.  Only 1% think there is no corruption.  However, 11 12

perceptions of levels of corruption amongst citizens in Poland have changed considerably 

throughout the past. Between 2005 and 2007 levels of agreement of considering corruption 

a major problem dropped from 89% to 79%, making this the most considerable change in 

corruption attitudes in Europe during that time.  In 2017, numbers for the same question 13

had dropped to 58%.  Change in Poland is happening - and it is happening fast and now. 14

These recent developments lead us to ask, what motivates these changes in public opinion? 

What is the public opinion based on and how can it be influenced? One might want to 

assume that corruption tolerance reflects ‘real’ levels of corruption within a state. Whether 

this actually proves to be true will be assessed in this thesis. 

A Latinobarometro study from 2017 found that 13% of Mexicans believe corruption in 

their country is the most pressing issue, whereas 59% believe that their government is not 

or not sufficiently acting against corruption.  Only 14% of Mexicans in 2018 believed that 15

their country was progressing.  With the new presidency of Andrés Manuel López 16

Obrador in December 2018, future studies will show if he will manage to bring about 

 European Commission, “Special Eurobarometer 291: The attitudes of Europeans towards corruption,” (2007).10

 Ibid. 11

 European Commission, “Special Eurobarometer 291: The attitudes of Europeans towards corruption,” (2007).12

 European Commission, “Special Eurobarometer 291: The attitudes of Europeans towards corruption,” (2007).13

 European Commission, “Special Eurobarometer 470: Corruption,” (2017), 17.14

 Latinobarómetro. “Informe 2017,” via: http://intal-alianzalb.iadb.org/ InformeLatinobarometro_2017.pdf, last 15

access 25 July 2019. 

 Latinobarómetro. “Informe 2018,” via: https://www.elmostrador.cl/media/2018/11/  16

INFORME_2018_LATINOBAROMETRO-ilovepdf-compressed.pdf, last access 25 July 2019.
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change in Mexico and amongst public attitudes towards corruption and if his presidency 

will possibly change levels of public satisfaction and public opinion towards the 

government in general.  

Structure of the thesis 

The second chapter of this thesis aims at exploring the definitions of political corruption 

that can be applied in order to understand the term from an interdisciplinary perspective. 

Furthermore, it will be attempted to determine an appropriate definition of corruption 

tolerance. Ties between corruption and types of governance will be forged and suggestions 

on how to reduce intrastate corruption through good governance in a democratic state will 

be implied. In chapter three expectations for this research will be developed, based on 

previous findings of scholars in the field of corruption tolerance. Hypotheses will be 

established on an individual or micro level as well as on a country or macro level. They 

will serve as the basis of the direction in which our research will be heading, defining the 

goals of what seize to be found. Chapter four introduces the research methods that have 

been used to conduct research. Public surveys have been conducted in Poland and Mexico, 

respectively, with the aim of measuring citizens’ tolerance of corruption. The data that has 

been collected will be presented in the form of statistics. Chapter five analyses the data 

collected during research in both case studies on a micro and macro level. Both countries 

were compared to each other in terms of levels of corruption tolerance and perceived levels 

of corruption to see if and how the results correlate. Chapter six concludes and presents the 

main findings during research and gives an outlook on possible ways of expanding this 

research. The findings will be discussed in context of the research question, to answer it 

accordingly. 

Research in this field is highly relevant, since by establishing methods to measure the 

impact of corruption and citizens’ tolerance of it, corruption mechanisms and patterns can 

be identified, understood and anti-corruption strategies can be applied to combat corruption 

from a bottom-up approach in the future. Mexico and Poland were chosen for this research 
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project, as both countries have very different cultural and historical contexts and different 

levels of corruption. According to Transparency International’s Corruption Perceptions 

Index, Mexico is ranked at 138 of 180 countries, with 180 being the most corrupt country, 

whereas Poland ranks at 36.  It is valuable to test if despite great differences between both 17

countries, citizens’ attitudes towards corruption differ to the same extent. When spoken of 

real corruption or simply levels of corruption in this thesis, it is always in reference to the 

values that have been established through the Corruption Perceptions Index. 

What is corruption? 

To be able to understand corruption in all its complexity, first of all it has to be questioned 

what it entails. Corruption is a phenomenon that describes a certain human faulty 

behaviour that can be found at the individual as well as at the state level. Etymologically, 

the word corruption degenerates from the Latin word corrumpere and means as much as 

“to destroy; spoil”.  The World Bank defines the term as “the abuse of public power for 18

private benefits,”  however this is still a very broad definition and it has to be 19

acknowledged that the term can incorporate more than that. It suggests that there is a moral 

understanding of right and wrong and corruption refers to the faulty within the human that 

creates social injustice in return for individual profit and gain.  Since norms and moral 20

understanding differ across different countries, religions and cultures, the comprehension 

of what is to be considered as corrupt behaviour is not a universal one.  

The Oxford dictionary defines corruption as “dishonest or fraudulent conduct by those in 

power, typically involving bribery,”  denoting “deterioration, a qualitative decline from an 21

 Transparency International. “Corruption Perceptions Index 2018,” via: https://www.transparency.org/cpi2018, last 17

access 1 July 2019. 

 Online Etymology Dictionary. “corrupt (adj.),” last access 9 December 2018.18

 World Bank. “Combating Corruption,” via: https://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/governance/brief/anti-corruption, 19

last access 29 July 2019.

 Ibid.20

 Oxford dictionary. “Corruption,” via: https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/corruption, last access 29 July 2019.21
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original.”  However, within the logic of the term, there are many different types of 22

corruption. There is not one definition for all the mechanisms linked to corruption. It has 

been and still is a constant debate in academia as to what corruption actually is and how it 

can correctly and coherently be defined.  Graeff points out that even though there is no 

overall opinion on what corruption is or how it can be measured and normatively 

examined, it is a general given that corruption is a publicly adverse phenomenon that 

triggers social processes negatively.  Corruption is individual to a certain case, which 23

partly explains its complex nature. The 2011 BBC World Service ‘World Speaks’ survey 

states that corruption was globally the most-discussed topic, even more than topics such as 

extreme poverty, unemployment, the cost of living and crime, violence and security.  24

Corruption is more than an issue of government. It is a topic that concerns every society 

and individual. This thesis argues that there is a need to explore corruption from a civil 

perspective to understand its intransigence, its slyness, its rigidity and complexity in a 

more profound way. 

II. An Introduction to Political Corruption and Corruption Tolerance 

1. Defining Political Corruption 

Corruption has broadly been understood as a term that includes many acts of wrongdoing 

that in return affect another group negatively. In order to understand the term political 

corruption correctly, it has to be defined. If corruption is linked to a moral conscience 

based on norms, it seems challenging to find a universal understanding of corruption. 

Norms differ across cultural, religious or regional spheres. Defining means formulating an 

objective truth of a term. With this in mind, is it then however possible to define political 

corruption regardless of the environment of focus? 

 Oxford dictionary. “Corruption,” via: https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/corruption, last access 29 July 2019.22

 Peter Graeff, “Positive und negative ethische Aspekte von Korruption,” Sozialwissenschaften und Berufspraxis, 23

Vol. 25, No. 3 (2002), 292.

 GlobeScan, “2011 BBC World Speaks Poll,” 2011. 24
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The topic of corruption can be approached from many different angles and disciplines. 

Apart from the obvious perspective of political science, corruption can also be viewed and 

applied to sociology and philosophy - especially moral philosophy. Moreover, the relation 

of corruption to ethics and governance should be included. 

Theoretical approach to political corruption 

For this study, however, it will be most important to approach corruption from a political 

science perspective. According to Philip, political corruption occurs when a public figure 

violates the norms of their office against public interest with the goal of benefitting 

themselves or other people involved.  However, he also adds that corruption is not 25

measured in its outcome, i.e. in the harm done, but rather by the initial intention an actor 

holds.  Yet, this does not mean that the outcome of the action is irrelevant. With regards to 26

content, political corruption might differ from other types of corruption - nevertheless - all 

types of corruption are structurally and conceptually related. The aim of the corrupt action 

can vary and it depends highly on the governmental system  as well as the state institutions 

and socio-economic factors. An act can be corrupt even if it was not intended to be. The 

core features of political corruption can be identified, all along knowing though that an 

action can nonetheless be corrupt regardless of any of these features. However, for the sake 

of trying to avoid unnecessary complexity, key factors should be established.  

A central feature of political corruption is certainly the difference in interests and goals 

between the corrupt public actor (e.g. a politician in office) and the public as the original 

beneficiary.  Working in the public sector widely presupposes that the actor holding that 27

position serves the public, i.e. society. A politically corrupt act creates an imbalance 

between the gains of the individual public official and the designated public beneficiary. 

 Mark Philip, “The Definition of Political Corruption,” Routledge Handbook of Political Corruption. (New York: 25

Routledge, 2015), 22.

 Ibid., 28.26

 Ibid., 22.27
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The original beneficiary loses when interests are shifted to another group that in return 

actually benefits. The position is violated when norms that the office holds are not met. The 

therefore resulting beneficiary gains due to their position which would otherwise not be 

possible. The act of political corruption in that sense demonstrates a rearranged hierarchy 

of power. The official is given the power of their position and the terms under which they 

can act corruptly occur when they abuse the appointed power. If A is the corrupt official, B 

the public and C is the beneficiary in the corrupt act, then the gain is shifted from B to C. 

However, depending on the case, C can be identical with A. The main aspect to note is 

though, that in whichever scenario, B always loses, which demonstrates the core issue of 

the outcome of political corruption.  28

Given the fact that the official can abuse his office through the power connected to it, 

corruption could be controlled in the political sphere by a functioning system of checks and 

balances. To what extent this presupposition holds true in practice will be examined in 

detail later on. The stability and functionality of the state itself play a vital role not only 

when determining levels of corruption. More so, the political infrastructure determines 

whether high levels of corruption are possible in the first place or not. Political corruption 

can be encouraged by unstable political systems with unregulated rules to the limitations of 

the office.  The political system and also the institutional structures affect the system and 29

mechanisms of corruption that are predominant within a state and state culture. Philip 

terms insufficiently controlled political systems that through this encourage corruption, 

“systems of domination and exploitation.”  The corrupt act is only designed in a manner 30

and dimension to be able to cover and regulate it so that the official can still protect their 

position and power. Philip notes, that the main difficulty is that “the more embedded 

corrupt activity is within a society’s broader social or cultural mores the more difficult it is 

to deal with, because there will be more things to change, more reflexive and organised 

 Mark Philip, “The Definition of Political Corruption,” Routledge Handbook of Political Corruption. (New York: 28

Routledge, 2015), 22.

 Ibid.29

 Ibid., 23. 30
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resistance to such change, less legitimacy attaching to those who promote the changes and 

considerable collective action problems (such as who is to change first).”  31

Corruption exists on many different scales. The distinction made between petty or low 

level and grand or elite corruption evaluates corruption in terms of its outcome and impact. 

The Norwegian U4 Anti-Corruption Resource Centre defines petty corruption as “everyday 

corruption at the interface between public institutions and citizens,”  whereas grand 32

corruption occurs in higher levels of politics and private businesses.  Grand corruption can 33

include large sums of money but is primarily defined by a greater abuse of power. Both 

petty and grand corruption abuse their position and power, the difference, however, lies in 

the level of influence the corrupt actor has, which is a lot higher when it comes to grand 

corruption. Usually, that is why grand corruption causes greater devastation within a single 

case than petty corruption. 

The concept of political corruption might initially seem clear, though, it is important to 

note that it cannot be universally adapted. The act always has to be judged individually and 

by its defining context according to a certain prevailing situation. The official has to be 

judged trustworthy in their interests as not to violate the means of their position.  

When addressing a type of corruption, it clearly needs to be distinguished between types 

and mechanisms. We will define mechanisms are acts themselves that can be categorised 

and applied according to certain public or private sectors. A common mechanism is bribery, 

yet many more exist as for instance nepotism which can also be a mechanism of 

corruption. Types of corruption, however, address the spheres in which corruption occurs, 

as e.g. political corruption. There are legal and illegal mechanisms, according to the certain 

law of a state or to international law. An action does not necessarily need to break the law 

to be considered corrupt. Rather, it is condoned by moral conduct. Laws do not always 

protect sufficiently from corruption. The risk is especially high if the legislators are the 

 Mark Philip, “The Definition of Political Corruption,” Routledge Handbook of Political Corruption. (New York: 31

Routledge, 2015), 26.

 U4 Anti-Corruption Resource Centre. “What is corruption?,” via: https://www.u4.no/topics/anti-corruption-basics/32

basics#grand-vs-petty-corruption, last access 19 June  2019.

 Ibid.33
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corrupt actors themselves. Legislation depends on politicians. If the politicians making the 

laws are corrupt, the law will possibly be constructed to serve their own favour, which 

could mean that it is not based on ethical standards, hence it does possibly not serve the 

interests of the wider public.  34

The type of corruption determines the definition of corruption as it may vary depending on 

which type of corruption it relates to. Corruption in the public sector can be divided into 

political corruption, judicial corruption and police corruption. These types of corruption are 

linked to the legislative, judicial and executive powers, respectively. However, since in 

democratic states the three powers should be connected, it is impossible to completely 

divide the three. Administrative corruption can be found in all of the mentioned public 

spheres. A distinction between these types of corruption in the public sector is essential for 

the later work of this paper. Although this paper focuses on corruption in the public sector, 

it should be noted that corruption is certainly not an issue that can only be found in the 

public sector. Private sector corruption also exists widely and increasingly so. Since there 

has been a shift to neoliberal societies in postmodern governments, former public sector 

tasks are now performed by the private sector.  The public has a wider interest in public 35

rather than private corruption,  which is why it is under stricter public moral evaluation. 36

Wide interest should be given especially to corruption in the public sector since 

“corruption implicating the public sector affects the interest of the public directly and 

effective countermeasures often involve political processes.”  This does not imply that 37

public sector corruption is generally more harmful. However, corruption in the public 

sector mostly affects a large group of people - society - which is not necessarily the case of 

private sector corruption.  

Transparency International, the worlds largest anti-corruption international non-

governmental organisation (INGO), defines corruption as “the abuse of entrusted power for 

 James C. Scott, “Comparative Political Corruption.” Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1972.34

 Leslie Holmes, “Corruption: A Very Short Introduction.” Oxford University Press (2015). 3-4.35

 Oskar Kurer, “Definitions of Corruption,” Paul M. Heywood (ed) Routledge Handbook of Political Corruption, 36

(Routledge: New York 2015), 39.

 Ibid., 32.37
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private gain.”  Klitgaard, an expert on the field of corruption, describes corruption as an 38

action that “exists when an individual illicitly puts personal interests above those of the 

people and ideals he or she is pledged to serve.”  Even though these definitions given may 39

seem to be direct and clear on a first level of understanding, it becomes increasingly 

unclear what is meant by the definition when it is applied to a case of corruption. What can 

be seen as entrusted power and what is private gain? To give an example, in 2017, before 

the German national elections, the German right-wing party ‘Alternative für 

Deutschland’ (AfD) accepted donations from a Swiss company in the sum of 132,000 Euro 

to the account of the faction of Alice Weidel, who is the leader of the faction in 

Parliament.  Moreover, another transaction of 150,000 Euro was also transferred to the 40

same account. Even though the party transferred the money back to both donors in early 

2018, the act was called illegal and corrupt. What made it corrupt though? According to 

German law it was unlawful to pay back the money without informing the administration 

of the German ‘Bundestag’. It is also illegal to accept donations from non-EU countries. 

The corrupt issue in this case is therefore not that the party used sums of money they were 

not entitled to, but rather the fact that they tried to hide an illegal action. Ceva and Ferretti 

note on this matter that “the institutionalised practice of receiving private funds for 

electoral campaigns makes the institution of democratic elections depend on (i.e., 

dominated by) the arbitrary influence of financial powers. This dependence is a structural 

matter and not a result of the vicious behaviour of individual officials that operate within 

an institution.”  However, these financial donations have to be within the laws of party 41

donations, which individually apply differently to every state and moreover within EU law. 

To apply this case to the original question, the faction leader Alice Weidel, who was called 

responsible for the case, was given the entrusted power by her voters. Private gain was in 

 Transparency International. “What is corruption?,” via: www.transparency.org/what-is-corruption#define, last 38

access 15 June 2019.

 Robert E. Klitgaard, “Controlling corruption.” Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991, xi.39

 ZEIT online. “Alice Seidel - Spendenaffäre in der AfD,” via: www.zeit.de/thema/alice-weidel, last access 17 June 40

2019.

 Emanuela Ceva and Maria Paola Ferretti. “Political Corruption,” Philosophy Compass Pavia (2017), 3.41
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this case not personal gain but party gain (and can therefore be regarded as personal gain) 

to be able to invest more in their election campaign. Since the sum was only repaid after 

the elections in early 2018, it is possible that the party used the money at the time for their 

campaign. This paper suggests to modify Transparency International’s definition and use 

the wording personal advantage rather than private gain. The word gain can be misleading 

and could lead to think that there is a surplus for the corrupt actor. In some cases however, 

the corrupt politician can secure stability and prevent a possible loss rather than an actual 

win, which can arguably be rather seen as an advantage than a gain per se. 

Another example can demonstrate the complexity of corruption: A is looking for a position 

to be employed at a certain company and knows B, who knows C, who works at this 

company. Even though A and C do not know each other, C decides to offer A employment 

regardless of the fact that A is not readily qualified for the job. This example of favouritism 

demonstrates that A has successfully used informal ties, or what might be commonly 

known as networking or the old school tie in the UK or vitamin B in Germany, to achieve 

something that otherwise, without knowing and involving B, would have been impossible. 

Even though it might be evident to a lot of people that what A did was in some way 

immoral, is it ‘enough’ though, to be considered corruption? For now, it might be said that 

networking conditions a network, which will be defined as certain actors cooperating to 

achieve a common purpose. The network serves to achieve more productive outcomes, as 

actors can cooperate more directly. Networking is not necessarily corruption, but under 

certain circumstances it can be considered corruption. If the purpose is corrupt, regardless 

of outcome, networking equals corruption. If the purpose and outcome of the networking 

means is not corrupt, networking lies within legal norms. The goal though is not to 

determine if networking is necessarily corruption. Rather, what this example tries to map, 

is the complexity of the term corruption itself, exactly because it is linked to morality and 

morality is always judged by the subjectivity of a single entity, hence a person, a group or a 

society.  

!17



It is evident that there are different levels of corruption. Heidenheimer outlines a way to 

evaluate corrupt actions by applying certain determinants to single actions calling them - 

black, white or gray (using US spelling).   42

“The evaluation ‘black corruption’ indicates that in that setting that particular action 
is one which a majority consensus of both elite and mass opinion would condemn 
and would want to see punished on grounds of principle. ‘Gray corruption’ indicates 
that some elements, usually elites, may want to see the action punished, others not, 
and the majority may well be ambiguous. ‘White corruption’ signifies that the 
majority of both elite and mass opinion probably would not vigorously support an 
attempt to punish a form of corruption that they regard as tolerable. This implies that 
they attach less value to the maintenance of the values involved than they do to the 
costs that might be generated as the result of a change in rule enforcement.”  43

Heidenheimer demonstrates in essence the difficulty and impracticality of measuring 

corruption and applying reliable methodological variables to corruption measurement 

techniques. It is essential to point out though, that he does not use this evaluation to 

establish whether an action is actually corrupt or not but rather relates the three categories 

to how actions are sanctioned and perceived and hence treated by the public. Still, the three 

different categories advise us on a value system amongst individuals when it comes to 

public opinion.  

Corruption is a massive issue, since its’ outcomes are devastating for states and slow down 

development. “It undermines good government, fundamentally distorts public policy, leads 

to the misallocation of resources, harms the private sector and private sector development 

and particularly hurts the poor.”  This chapter has demonstrated that corruption transfers 44

power and it is a misuse of power - it transfers public goods into individual personal 

advantage, distorting the original meaning of the assets. Johnston adds that “corruption 

benefits the few at the expense of the many; it delays and distorts economic development, 

preempts basic rights and due process, and diverts resources from basic services, 

 Arnold J. Heidenheimer and V. Levine, (Eds.) “Political Corruption. A Handbook.” (New Brunswick: Transaction 42

Publishers, 1989), 26-28.

 Ibid., 26-27.43

 Transparency International. “Mission Statement,” via: http://www.transparancy.org.au/mission-statement/, last 44

access 17 June 2019.
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international aid, and whole economies,”  which puts the impact corruption can have in a 45

nutshell. Political corruption can hence be seen as institutional violence towards the 

individual and society to the same degree. The state enacting violence upon society does 

not only mean it fails within its responsibilities towards its nation but seriously harms and 

diminishes its trustworthiness. In return the lack of trust between the state and its citizens 

will drive a wedge between both entities, which then again affect the contentment and 

peace. Ceva and Ferretti describe political corruption as “a disease of the public order.”  46

The danger of corruption is also, that it is not only an immoral reallocation of (mostly) 

monetary gain that the beneficent group is not entitled to, but it also weakens public 

institutions and weakens their public trustworthiness, which can have profound political 

consequences for a politician, a party, and the state as a whole.   47

It has been established that certain conditions need to be set for corruption to occur. The 

actively corrupt public officer rarely acts on his own but is rather surrounded by a 

supporting network that at least indirectly supports the corrupt action(s). The actively and 

directly corrupt officer secures loyalty amongst his network by giving it ‘a slice of the 

cake’, i.e. by initiating them into the immoral act by securing their own advantage. 

Personal advantage is always as high as it takes to convince an actor that it is more 

profitable to serve personal interests rather than public ones. The amount is individual as it 

is linked to personal conscience or more specifically to personal moral ethics. “We speak 

of ‘passive’ corruption when such an advantage is not combined with a legal offence.”  48

Defining corruption becomes especially complex when asking ourselves from which 

perspective the issue should be approached. Different aspects of corruption lead to 

different results. It is important to try and understand corruption according to its single 

system in order to develop successful anti-corruption strategies. De Graaf approaches the 

issue of corruption from an ethical perspective, asking whether a person can be corrupt 

 Michael Johnston, “Syndromes of Corruption: Wealth, Power, and Democracy.” (New York: Cambridge 45

University Press, 2005), 1.
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without knowing that he or she is corrupt.  This is an approach to the individualistic 49

behaviour of actors and takes on a perspective of behavioural patterns. It also shows that 

individuals have ways of rationalising and therefore justifying corrupt behaviour towards 

others and ultimately towards themselves. However, the will to corrupt alone will not make 

a person corrupt, it also takes opportunity. “Corruption is not possible without having the 

opportunity to commit corruption and to somehow conceal it.”  Though, if the individual 50

behaves corrupt without being aware of his or her corrupt actions, can it then still be 

considered as corruption? In other words, can an action only be seen as corrupt if the 

individual is aware of his or her wrongdoing? In many corruption cases the accused corrupt 

actors defend themselves by either saying they were not aware of being corrupt or by 

rationalising their own behaviour by saying “the devil made me do it.”  These are 51

mechanisms to escape guilt over an action that is clearly immoral.  De Klerk suggests, 52

that corruption has to be made conscious to be prevented and in order for people to 

recognise their own behaviour patterns. He discusses six unconscious motives related to 

defence mechanisms towards corruption that are commonly used.  “Pressure plays an 53

active role in the unconscious motives of rationalizations and is used by perpetrators in 

their attempts to acquit or indemnify them, or redeem their corrupt deeds.”  Donald 54

Cressey developed the Fraud Triangle, a theory explaining the factors required for fraud to 

occur.  Fraud, as a mechanism of corruption, like corruption in general can only exist in a 55

social context and is therefore determined by society. Pressure, the first element of 

Cressey’s theory is the outside influence that determines our behavioural patterns. Together 
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with opportunity and rationalisation, they form the fraud triangle. The individual situation 

and the mindset of the person need to be prepared to be corrupt. The fraud triangle helps to 

determine corruption mechanisms and to sensitise institutions towards them. 

Rationalisation especially depends on the individual’s moral conduct as well as his or her 

emotional response to corruption. The danger of rationalising actions arises when it 

“facilitates corrupt practices by dulling awareness of wrongful transgressions, allowing 

offenders to continue with them,”  resulting in a numbing reaction towards one’s own 56

behaviour. Opportunity and pressure are influenced by one’s environment in contrast to 

rationalisation which is developed independently from outsiders’ influence. It can easily be 

acclaimed if opportunity and pressure are a given. It is crucial to mention that 

rationalisation is a mechanism that delays or even averts guilt and not the corrupt act itself. 

Therefore, it only changes the perception of the individual towards the action but not the 

action itself. It is a way of justifying corrupt behaviour and the attempt to make the corrupt 

act socially and morally acceptable to escape sanctioning. Comparing oneself to other 

corrupt actors might be an attempt of rationalising the act by relativising it. Napal states 

that our “notions of relativism”  depend on “the values prevailing in particular 57

societies.”  Another element that favours corruption that is not clearly included in 58

Cressey’s Fraud Triangle is the risk that comes with being corrupt. Not only moral consent 

determines whether a person decides to act corruptly but also the question of how high the 

risk is, is included in the decision. Hence, if the risk is high even though the moral 

sensitivity of the individual is low, corruption will be unlikely to occur.  

Outcomes of corruption can be categorised differently. According to Graeff it can be 

distinguished between quantifiable and non-quantifiable outcomes.  Quantifiable 59

outcomes clearly see how extra costs arise as a result of corruption. The original 

 Jeremias J. de Klerk, “‘The Devil Made Me Do It!’ An Inquiry Into the Unconscious ‘Devils Within’ of 56
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beneficiary loses trust in a working partner or the government after an uncovered act of 

corruption, which results in non-quantifiable outcomes. Ethical consequences therefore 

usually have mostly non-quantifiable outcomes in terms of a loss of norms and social 

values which can by all means have stronger negative consequences for an administration 

than quantifiable outcomes, since they can be replaced more easily. Negative non-

quantifiable outcomes of corruption create lasting negative social capital. Essentially, what 

Graeff achieved with his analysis, is to shift the discussion and definition of political 

corruption from assessing behaviour to rather evaluating the outcomes and consequences 

that result from this behaviour.  

Responsibility is a major factor when discussing corruption. According to Navot the state 

is responsible for political corruption as it is “the source of individual liberty,”  and it 60

therefore defines the individuals scope of action within a social context. The issue is not 

primarily if the corrupt actor is dishonest towards a group of people that the power of his 

office holds responsibility toward, but rather “the core of political corruption is the 

indifference of a public figure to whether his or her behavior is consistent with others’ 

rights.”  This shows that irresponsible behaviour is a greater and more harmful part of 61

corruption due to the lack of commitment within the public position as well as towards the 

public. To combat corruption or prevent the official from abusing public interest, the 

identity they hold within the position needs to be enforced. The actor’s interest in taking 

responsibility for the public position needs to be separate from and stand above private 

interest. In this understanding it is crucial to distinguish between the role of a public 

official and a private person and can be seen as the premise of corruption prevention. Nye 

sums up the issue of corruption in his own words: “If corruption is endemic in government, 

a politically developed society cannot exist.”  62

 Doron Navot, “The Concept of Political Corruption,” Public Integrity, Vol. 16, No. 4 (2014), 359.60
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2. Political Corruption and Democracy 

The different types of corruption have been discussed and related to public opinion, though 

a crucial question remains: what causes corruption? Economic perspectives show e.g. that 

“the level of corruption varies negatively with the level of economic prosperity.”  And yet, 63

“whether the income increases because the level of corruption goes down, or whether 

corruption goes down because the income increases, remains unclear.”  Politically 64

speaking, the question can be approached by looking at the links between the political 

system of a state and levels of corruption. How is political corruption linked to democracy? 

The dilemma goes as follows: “Corruption chips away at democracy to produce a vicious 

cycle, where corruption undermines democratic institutions and, in turn, weak institutions 

are less able to control corruption.”  Transparency International found that “since 2006, 65

113 countries have found a decline in their democracy scores.”  The broad literature on 66

the subject suggests that not only democracy influences levels of corruption but also 

reversely, that corruption influences democracy (e.g. see Seligson). For this paper it will 

primarily be relevant to discuss the former relation. Data from the World Values Survey 

shows that “there is a negative relationship between permissiveness toward corruption and 

support of democracy.”  An interesting observation has been made by various authors, 67

suggesting there is a congruent relation between the type of government and the levels of 

political corruption, with an especially relevant connection between levels of democracy 

and levels of corruption.  Therefore, it seems relevant to investigate the relationship 68

between democratic governance and public tolerance towards corruption. 
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Country comparisons 

When comparing statistics concerning the levels of corruption and democracy around the 

world, common patterns can be spotted in the data. For the following macro-level analysis 

on Mexico and Poland data will be used from various indices. Statistical information 

gathered from the World Values Survey, OECD’s Government at a glance report, the 

Democracy Index, the Freedom in the World index and the Corruption Perceptions Index 

will serve as the basis for a country analysis on Poland and Mexico. Using data in addition 

to the data that was collected, will allow us to connect country-level data to findings from 

the citizens surveys. This paper argues that the data gathered in the mentioned indices will 

help interpret the data collected through citizen surveys in the respective countries to assess 

levels of corruption tolerance. The Democracy Index 2018  conducted by The Economist 69

Intelligence Unit shows great differences between countries when assessing levels of 

democracy globally. Nordic countries, Australia, New Zealand and Canada rank highest, 

with governments having full, or close to full democracies. By examining the presented 

figures, it can be said that low levels of corruption relate positively to high levels of 

democracy. Yet, not all democratic states have low levels of corruption, so how can it be 

explained that most countries do, but some do not? 

It can be observed that levels of human development influence levels of democracy, which 

then in return influence levels of corruption. The Human Development Index 2017 

(HDI),  the Democracy Index 2018 (DI) and the Global Democracy Ranking 2016 (DR)  70 71

all show similar results in terms of country rankings. The indexes give information on the 

political situation in the countries of research. Mexico ranks 71 (of 167) in the Democracy 

Index 2018,  classifying as a flawed democracy with a score of 6.19.  The Democracy 72 73

 See Figure 1.69

 See Figure 4.70

 See Figure 2.71

 See Figure 1.72

 Economist Intelligence Unit. “Democracy Index 2018,” via: http://www.eiu.com/topic/democracy-index, last 73

access 27 July 2019.
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Ranking 2016 ranks Mexico at 60 (of 112).  Poland ranks 54 in the DI with only a slightly 74

higher score than Mexico (6.67) and is also classified as a flawed democracy.  In the 75

Democracy Ranking 2016 Poland takes on 27th place.  Even though both countries have a 76

very different political history and both governments have taken different political 

incentives, the outcome of the democratic reality seems to be fairly similar, which makes it 

interesting to compare them.  

Figure 1: Democracy Index 2018  77

 Democracy Ranking Association, “Global Democracy Ranking 2016,” via: http://democracyranking.org/74

wordpress/rank/democracy-ranking-2016/, last access 27 July 2019.

 Economist Intelligence Unit. “Democracy Index 2018,” via: http://www.eiu.com/topic/democracy-index, last 75

access 27 July 2019.
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wordpress/rank/democracy-ranking-2016/, last access 27 July 2019.
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Figure 2: Global Democracy Ranking 2016  78

Figure 3: Corruption Perceptions Index 2018  79

 

 Democracy Ranking Association. “Global Democracy Ranking 2016,” via: http://democracyranking.org/78

wordpress/rank/democracy-ranking-2016/, last access 27 July 2019.

 Transparency International. “Corruption Perceptions Index 2018,” via: https://www.transparency.org/cpi2018, last 79

access 1 July 2019. 
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Figure 4: Human Development Index 2017  80

Figure 5: Freedom in the World 2019  81

Proportionally, the DI and DR are not quite congruent in their results. The DI ranks Mexico 

higher in democracy than the DR and it is the reverse in both cases for Poland: the DR 

ranks Poland higher than the DI. An explanation for these differences can be found in the 

indicators used. The DR uses political as well as non-political indicators whereas the DI 

only focuses on political indicators. According to this, it can be said that Mexico ranks 

lower in non-political features (i.e. gender, economy, knowledge, health and environment) 

than Poland but reaches a better ranking when just taking political factors into 

consideration. The corruption ranks for Poland and Mexico in Figures 6 and 7 demonstrate 

 United Nations Development Programme. “Human Development Index 2017,” via: http://hdr.undp.org/en/80

composite/HDI, last access 27 June 2019.

 Freedom House, “Freedom in the World 2019,” via: https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-world/freedom-81

world-2019/map, last access: 22 July 2019.
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how corruption levels have developed throughout the past years. Whilst levels have 

diminished in Poland, they have risen in Mexico. 

Figure 6: Poland Corruption Rank 2019  82

Figure 7: Mexico Corruption Rank 2019  83

Controlling corruption 

Boehm demonstrates that focusing on the type of democracy in specific (i.e. levels of 

representation) is crucial, to be able to validate the functionality of a democracy, which in 

 Trading Economics. “Poland Corruption Rank 2019,” via: https://tradingeconomics.com/poland/corruption-rank, 82

last access 21 June 2019.

 Trading Economics. “Mexico Corruption Rank 2019,” via: https://tradingeconomics.com/mexico/corruption-rank, 83

last access 21 June 2019.
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return keeps levels of corruption low.  “What matters for the control of corruption is not 84

so much the current state of democracy, but rather whether the country has a long standing 

tradition in democracy or not.”  An autocrat can surely take valuable and fair decisions for 85

a state and its citizens, however, since power is solely in the hands of the autocrat, laws and 

decisions that have a positive impact are not secured in the future. Checks and balances in 

the form of the separation of powers (executive, legislative and juridical) within the 

political system of a state, can successfully limit possibilities of misuse of a public office. 

Therefore, separating powers and creating a democracy can not only control the 

distribution of power but it also creates stability. Although it is surely possible that an 

autocrat has good intentions and creates equal systems and fair laws that respect the 

citizens’ rights, this is definitely the exception to the rule.  A democracy has to be well 86

established throughout time and experience to achieve stability to then effectively and 

sustainably influence levels of corruption negatively. Therefore, it can be said that the 

stability of a democracy is reflected in the time it has already been established.  87

Rose-Ackerman adds that not only the fact of whether a state is democratic or not is 

important when looking at levels of political corruption. “‘Democracy’ is too broad a 

category to use when analysing reform. The details of the electoral reform and, in 

particular, the political incentives to consider broad public values are essential.”  The 88

democracy itself has to be assessed as being effective to limit corruption. On a political 

level, aiming at establishing a fully functioning democracy with limited representative 

power, could therefore, be approached as an anti-corruption measure. Moreover, 

democratic characteristics make a state less vulnerable to corruption if the political system 

provides opportunities for competitive elections. They “help limit corruption because 

 Frédéric Boehm “Democracy and Corruption,” Dimensión Empresarial, Vol. 13, No. 2 (2015), 84.84
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opposition candidates have an incentive to expose corrupt incumbents.”  Yet, democratic 89

elections alone will not be a sustainable solution. They need to be paired with effective 

policies that can protect the democracy and the state’s institutions and  their processes. 

“Democracy is not a cure for corruption, but democratic structures can provide the 

conditions needed for anticorruption policies to succeed.”   90

Johnston argues that levels of corruption are not only controlled to remain low through 

democratic governance but more importantly through “open, competitive, but structured 

participation in politics and the economy, and legitimate, effective institutions that protect 

and restrain activities in those arenas while maintaining boundaries and paths of access 

between them.”  Although, it can be argued that these are elements found in a democratic 91

state, they do not necessarily define democratic governance. Johnston argues that merely 

implementing theoretical elements of an institutional democracy into practical politics will 

not automatically result in low levels of corruption.  Rather, he suggests that the way 92

democratic institutions are governed, determines the level of corruption.  Indeed, 93

“elections must be legitimate and decisive as well as competitive, and access, rights, and 

liberties between election campaigns are just as important. Open, competitive participation 

is essential if people are to express their preferences freely and have them weighed fairly 

by decision-makers.”  This presupposes not only that a democratic government exists in 94

order for this to practically function but also that all actors of society are active within the 

existing democracy. Democracy lives from active participation. Without social interest to 

act, democracy becomes more representative and less active, hence less directed by 

citizens and ultimately less democratic. Therefore, Johnston’s argument can also be 

 Susan Rose-Ackerman, “Corruption and Government: Causes, Consequences and Reform.” (Cambridge: 89
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interpreted as an appeal to civil society to take it as their responsibility within a democratic 

state to participate and use their existing rights in order to keep them and the democracy 

alive. Consequentially, citizens taking action will keep levels of equality high and levels of 

corruption low. Navot even goes a step further and adds that in a non-functioning 

democracy inequality is institutionalised and acts “undermining of governmental power in 

a manner that benefit[s] the wealthy.”  Hence, state institutions need to act responsibly in 95

the sense of implementing democracy effectively.  

Concluding can be said, if levels of corruption are high in a state, levels of effective and 

stable democracy tend to be low. Efforts to enforce democracy in an unstable or highly 

representative democracy can be problematic since “corruption can deeply undermine 

support for democracy in any fragile democracy.”  Within a functioning democracy where 96

citizens have the right to speak freely, they can become part of the solution to combat 

corruption. However, the opposite can also hold true.  

“The public can become passive if it believes that corruption is inherent 
in the very nature of government, that the state goes its own way and is 
not responsive to public demands, that everyone in private or public life 
is out for themselves anyway, and that cover-up is the normal practice of 
governments. These turn out to be self-fulfilling beliefs because they kill 
the political demand for honesty by making it seem naive, undermining 
public spirited-ness and hope. Yet, without a powerful, public demand for 
strong action against corruption, political leaders will not act against it, 
and a failure to act reinforces public skepticism. So the cycle goes on and 
on.”  97

This shows that in order to combat corruption within a democracy effectively, efforts have 

to work both ways: It takes top-down incentives to enforce the democracy through 

effective checks and balances and policies to protect the democracy and keep it strong. 

State actors are responsible to provide the political and economic foundation for a 

functioning democracy to develop. Moreover, bottom-up efforts led by citizens, who are 

willing to raise their voices and do so and thereby actively participate in the democracy, 

 Doron Navot, “The Concept of Political Corruption,” Public Integrity, Vol. 16, No. 4 (2014), 363.95
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keep it alive by making use of their rights. They are able to enforce a practical democracy 

sustainably and their willingness to act leaves minimal room for political corruption. 

Citizens’ activity in governance is therefore crucial to achieve low levels of corruption. The 

following case studies will exemplify how democracy also influences citizens’ tolerance of 

corruption. 

3. Public Tolerance for Political Corruption 

After discussing the complexities of the term of political corruption it becomes visible that 

the understanding of corruption has changed throughout time and can vary depending on 

the discipline. When assessing political corruption and its coming of being, it has to be 

recognised that not only political and socio-economic factors are responsible. Also, 

citizens’ tolerance of political corruption can be linked to levels of actual corruption.  98

According to Ceva, tolerance “occurs when an agent A refrains from interfering negatively 

with an agent B’s practice x or belief y despite A’s opposition to B’s x-ing or y-ing, 

although A thinks herself to be in the position of interfering.”  Therefore, in the context of 99

tolerance for political corruption, this means that citizens’ acceptance or tolerance for 

political corruption is widely driven by their awareness of it. However, their personal 

opinion towards corruption does not necessarily need to be negative, since corruption as 

such is generally viewed as a derogative term in the context of social misconduct. Ceva 

connects three defining elements to the concept of tolerance. First, negative judgement, 

second, the power to interfere and third, the reasons for noninterference.   100

 Joseph Pozsgai Alvarez, “Low-Level Corruption Tolerance: Concept and Operationalization,” Panoramas 98
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Understanding Corruption Tolerance 

In connection with corruption, tolerance can be understood in two different ways, as 

Pozsgai Alvarez illustrates. It can either be seen as “(a) tolerance as citizens’ support for 

corrupt politicians and (b) tolerance as citizens’ willingness to engage in corruption.”  101

Already existing literature on corruption tolerance has to be divided into authors or studies 

that use definition (a) and those who use definition (b). Pozsgai Alvarez himself conducts 

research according to definition (b) of corruption tolerance as well as some other authors 

such as Hunady,  Catterberg and Moreno.  Scholars such as Pop,  Gatti et al.,  102 103 104 105

Chang and Kerr,  Chang and Huang,  Guo and Tu,  Bierstaker,  Lavena  and 106 107 108 109 110

Moriconi and Carvalho,  decide to conduct research according to the first understanding 111

of the term. Chang and Kerr were the first to define corruption tolerance, stating it should 
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be  understood  as  “citizens’ proclivity to condone political actors’ engagement in 

corruption.”  This definition will be discussed in more detail later on. 112

This study, too, will focus on Chang and Kerr’s understanding of corruption tolerance, 

hence, focusing on citizens’ attitudes towards corruption. This is done for the simple reason 

that this research project focuses on political corruption, which mostly affects or involves 

citizens indirectly and not directly, meaning they are rarely the active corruptor.  

Citizens and Corruption 

Corruption has been defined as a network between certain active and passive actors and 

“involves the presence of a benefactor (usually a private actor), a beneficiary (usually a 

public official), and an affected party (society at large).”  Considering Alvarez’s threefold 113

division, it becomes visible that citizens have a large possibility of participating in 

corruption and being part of a corrupt network. The probability to which a citizen would be 

willing to participate in political corruption is strongly linked to the level of tolerance they 

have for political corruption in general. Yet, it is important to mention that the opposite is 

not necessarily the case. “Very often, traditional sectors of the populace are likely to be 

more tolerant of corruption than some of the modern sectors (students, army, civil service). 

Thus the hypothesis must take into account not only the tolerant nature of the culture, but 

also the relative power of groups representing more and less tolerant sub-cultures in a 

country.”  Pozsgai Alvarez also finds that “citizens are major actors in allowing grand 114

and petty corruption to persist, first, by supporting corrupt politicians in spite of 
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incriminating information, and second, by actively engaging in bribery of public 

officials.”  115

Pop argues that there is a link between the level of trust citizens have in their government 

and the level of corruption tolerance.  Citizens with a high level of trust in their 116

government would in return have a low level of corruption tolerance, as they believe the 

government has functioning institutions and they believe they can trust the system of 

checks and balances. Hence, they believe that unjust behaviour is rightfully sanctioned, so 

they would also trust that chances of being exposed to the corrupt act are higher.  117

Furthermore, it should be questioned what the consequences of high and low levels of 

public corruption tolerance are and how they in return influence society and politics. 

Chang and Kerr note that citizens’ tolerance towards corruption might also be influenced 

by the public knowledge of the corrupt act, meaning that if it is already publicly 

condemned, the individual is more likely to condemn themselves, too.  Pop points out 118

that high levels of citizens’ corruption tolerance could lead to lax engagement in reducing 

levels of corruption.  119

Corruption tolerance and perceived corruption 

A central goal of this research is to see if there is a direct correlation between levels of 

actual corruption and levels of tolerance of citizens for political corruption. For the purpose 

of this research, lines will be drawn between the levels of tolerance amongst the population 

and to compare them to the perceived levels of corruption of the examined countries, to 
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ultimately also answer the following questions: Do levels of tolerance amongst the public 

influence real levels of corruption? Is it valid to say, that high levels of tolerance favour 

actual levels of political corruption within a state and is it then valid in return to say that 

low tolerance hinders actual levels of political corruption within a state? 

For terms of clarity, there is the need to distinguish between corruption perception and 

corruption tolerance. According to Chang and Kerr, whilst corruption perception is defined 

as “the degree to which citizens believe that a political actor or entity is involved in corrupt 

practices,”  corruption tolerance is defined as “citizens’ proclivity to condone a political 120

actor’s engagement in corrupt transactions.”  In other words, corruption tolerance goes 121

deeper and beyond perception and can therefore give more exact information on and more 

profound insight on citizens’ opinions. Perception, moreover is not directly linked to 

citizens but rather to overall socio-economic indicators of success that can determine levels 

of corruption within a state. The goal of measuring perception is to gain insight into how 

real levels of corruption are composed on a state level. Since both terms are nevertheless 

intrinsically linked, it will be interesting to see within further research how the two relate 

to each other in detail. Whilst “we would expect that both attitudes are negatively 

associated,”  it will be determined through the survey if this is actually applicable in 122

reality. 

Corruption tolerance as social behaviour 

As has been attempted to demonstrate, corruption, and more specifically corruption 

tolerance, can be approached from a multidisciplinary perspective. For reasons of 

comprehensiveness, corruption tolerance should also be approached from a social 

 Eric C.C. Chang and Nicholas N. Kerr, “Do Voters Have Different Attitudes Toward corruption? The Sources 120

And Implications Of Popular Perceptions And Tolerance Of Political Corruption. Working Paper No. 116,” 
Afrobarometer Working Papers, (2009), 5.
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psychological point of view. Applied to 

corruption, Fishbein and Ajzen’s Theory of 

Reasoned Action and Ajzen’s Theory of 

P l a n n e d B e h a v i o r a l l o w a s o c i a l 

psychological view of corruption in order to 

understand the mechanisms of corrupt 

behaviour.  This paper argues though, that 123124

Fishbein and Ajzen’s theories can be modified 

to explain what motivates corruption 

tolerance. According to the Theory of 

Reasoned Action, “information or salient 

beliefs affect intentions and subsequent 

behavior either through attitudes and/or 

through subjective norms.”  The authors 125

also add that only either one of the mentioned variables can be affected. The Theory of 

Planned Behavior “extends the boundary condition of pure volitional control”  and adds 126

to the primary concept by introducing the perceived behavioural control, an indirect effect 

which directly impacts both the behavioural intention and the ultimate behaviour. 

By combining the two theories, a new model develops. The three factors, attitude, 

subjective norm and perceived behavioural control, affect the behavioural intention, that in 

return affects the actual behaviour. This model can directly be applied to corrupt behaviour. 

However when it comes to corruption tolerance, where attitude is measured, a modified 

structure has to be used. This is exemplified in Figure 1. It demonstrates the shifted 

correlation between the variables used in Madden’s illustration with a combination of 

 Martin Fishbein and Icek Ajzen, “Belief, attitude, intention and behavior: An introduction to theory and 123

research.” (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1975).

 Icek Ajzen, “From intentions to actions: A theory of planned behavior,” in Action-control: From cognitions to 124

behavior, ed. J. Kuhland & J. Beckman (Heidelberg: Springer, 2009): 11-39. 

 Thomas J. Madden, Pamela Scholder Ellen, and Icek Ajzen, “A Comparison of the Theory of Planned Behavior 125

and the Theory of Reasoned Action,” Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin, Vol. 18, No. 1 (1992), 3.
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Figure 8: Corruption Tolerance Model  
(Author’s revised version of Madden et al.’s 
model)



added variables. With corruption tolerance, not the actual behaviour but the detailed 

attitude towards corruption gives insight into people’s opinions. Hence, not behaviour but 

rather opinion is measured. Therefore, the outcome variable is attitude. Whereas according 

to Ajzen, perceived behavioral control impacts behavioral intention and actual behavior, 

this paper argues that in reverse, behaviour impacts attitude. The subjective norm is the 

individual’s value system and perception of moral conduct, independent of in-group 

opinion. In contrast, the social norm, covers the dominant standards of behaviour within 

the existing group. The group strongly identifies itself through these standards that are 

value-based and can be seen as unwritten codes of conduct. Applied to this research project 

the groups are Mexican and Polish citizens. It is essential to acknowledge that subjective 

and social norm are linked as they influence one another, however, they should be regarded 

separately. In Figure 1, behaviour is the treatment and sensitivity towards the phenomenon 

of corruption within a certain group, i.e. how the group actively and passively acts towards 

corruption. It influences how the group relates to the phenomenon of corruption. The 

relation between all the variables will be applied to the evaluation of the survey results in 

order to help interpret the collected data. These three variables determine and influence 

attitudes and can be applied to corruption tolerance in a way that corruption tolerance 

reflects the individual’s and group’s attitude towards corruption. Since corruption tolerance 

does not relate to behaviour but rather to attitude, the outcome of the model will be 

attitude.  

Relating this theory back to Pozsgai Alvarez, corruption tolerance can influence the level 

of an individual’s support for a public figure,  yet it does not necessarily need to reach 127

this point. Tolerance necessarily conditions attitude, yet it does not necessarily condition  

the resulting behaviour. 

 Joseph Pozsgai Alvarez, “Low-Level Corruption Tolerance: An ‘Action-Based’ Approach for Peru and Latin 127

America,” Journal of Politics in Latin America, Vol. 7, No. 2 (2015), 102.
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Corruption tolerance and social trust 

Kubbe notes that social trust can be seen “both as an antecedent and as a consequence of 

corruption,”  which is why levels of social trust also influence levels of citizens’ 128

tolerance towards corruption. Trust on an individual basis inclines people to be generally 

more positive, they are socially more involved and perceive their public institutions to be 

fair, moreover they are usually less corrupt themselves.  Reversing this predication, this 129

means that corrupt actors generally show a lower level of trust towards other individuals 

but also institutions. Interpersonal trust and institutional trust differ from one another and 

are not necessarily mutually dependent. It can also be argued though, that it is the 

governmental institutions’ responsibility to install trust within the people. Seligson  points 

out that when public opinion, i.e. corruption tolerance is measured, it needs to be taken into 

account that “trust in government declines when reports of corruption increase […] [since] 

the media influence public opinion.”  Therefore, public opinion is not only influenced 130

and biased by the social environment but moreover and increasingly so by the media.

Rothstein and Uslaner note on this matter that “at the individual level, people who believe 

that in general most other people in their society can be trusted are also more inclined to 

have a positive view of their democratic institutions, to participate more in politics, and to 

be more active in civic organizations.”  Not only on a micro-level but “we see the same 131

positive  pattern  at  the  societal  level.  Cities,  regions,  and  countries  with  more  trusting 

people  are  likely  to  have  better  working  democratic  institutions,  to  have  more  open 

economies, greater economic growth, and less crime and corruption.”  The authors find a 132

crucial causal relation between economic equality and equality of opportunity and trust, 

 Ina Kubbe, “Corruption and trust: a model design,” Zeitschrift für Vergleichende Politikwissenschaft, Vol. 7, No. 128

1 (2013), 4.
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arguing that social trust is ultimately installed by functioning social equality.  In other 133

words, it might be said that inherent equality is a social precondition for a trusting society. 

Citizens therefore trust their governments to be more honest because they have managed to 

install an equal system in society, benefitting the many instead of only the poor.  Since it 134

has already been established that corruption creates inequality, it can now be concluded 

that  corruption  also  creates  distrust  through  inequality.  Trust  does  therefore  not  only 

influence levels of corruption but more so levels of corruption tolerance, since “Distrust 

[…]  fosters  a  tolerant  or  acquiescent  attitude  toward  corruption.”  Yet,  Morris  and 135

Klesner admit that “we cannot be sure if corruption is responsible for the decline in trust in 

government or the result.”  With the knowledge of how corruption influences levels of 136

trust amongst citizens, it will be measured how corruption tolerance influences citizens’ 

levels of trust and vice versa. 

III. Hypotheses 

Taken from previous empirical research, certain results can be expected for this study. The 

micro-level expectations give insight into individuals’ attitudes towards corruption, 

whereas the macro-level expectations are related to the countries’ structures. Empirical 

research  on  the  topic  of  corruption  tolerance  shows  that  there  are  multiple  ways  of 

approaching  research  in  this  field.  This  work  focuses  on  micro-  and  macro-level 

determinants of corruption tolerance. The hypotheses established here will  serve as the 

basis for testing the variables in the later analysis on low levels of corruption tolerance. 

Essentially,  the  attributes  which  are  expected  to  influence  low  levels  of  corruption 

tolerance have been established.

 Ibid., 42-43.133
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1. Micro-level expectations

Age and Gender

On a micro-level, Gatti et al. find in their study on attitudes toward corruption “women, 

employed, less wealthy, and older individuals to be more averse to corruption.”  Blake 137

confirms this finding.  Therefore, the first expectation is that older age (hypothesis 1) 138

and female gender (hypothesis 2) relate positively to low levels of corruption tolerance.  

Place of residence 

Whilst Melgar et al. find no significant differences in levels of corruption tolerance 

between citizens from rural areas (less than 50,000 inhabitants) versus citizens from urban 

areas (more than 50,000 inhabitants), it can be supposed that this could be different in these 

case studies. Rural and urban areas differ in “culture and traditions, judicial system types, 

geographic regions, institutional development, economic development levels, etc,”  139

giving reason to expect that these factors may influence levels of corruption tolerance and 

may shape an individual’s relation to its government and public institutions. Mexico and 

Poland are both fairly centralised countries with especially large populations in their 

capitals.  Churchill et al. state that “Singapore, Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxemburg, 140141

Denmark and Hong Kong, whose almost 100 percent of their population lives in urban 

 Roberta Gatti, Stefano Paternostro, and Jamele Rigolini, “Individual Attitudes toward Corruption: Do Social 137

Effects Matter?” World Bank Policy Research working Paper 3122, World Bank (2003), 1.
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C.H. Blake and S. D. Morris. (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2009), 101.
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area, are among the countries with the highest control of corruption score.”  Given these 142

circumstances, it will be assumed that urban population relates positively to low levels of 

corruption tolerance (hypothesis 3). 

Education 

Gatti et al. “do not find a correlation between the degree of education and corruption, but 

richer individuals are more likely to accept some degree of corruption; in particular, this 

effect is consistently significant for high income people.”  However, Melgar et al. and 143

Lavena find that education is in fact a relevant variable when measuring corruption 

tolerance. “Achieving no formal education or only an elementary school degree was related 

to greater levels of corruption permissiveness.”  “People who have completed, at least, 144

secondary education are more likely to perceive a lower level of corruption.”  Hence the 145

presumption is that a high level of education (university degree) relates positively to low  

levels of corruption tolerance (hypothesis 4).  

Occupation 

Pop did not find a significant difference in levels of corruption regarding the type of 

employment, despite the fact that people employed in the service sector seem to be slightly 

“more inclined to accept corrupt acts than the lower technical and routine occupations.”  146
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Moriconi, however, found that “Professionals and Managers are those who have lower 

tolerance, while independent workers, entrepreneurs and managers are more tolerant.”  147

Chang and Kerr measure levels of corruption tolerance between insiders and outsiders and 

find that “those who are more sophisticated, those who are more exposed to media, and 

those with negative personal economic evaluations tend to resent corruption.”  They 148

moreover find that “patronage insiders […] exhibit significantly higher tolerance for 

corruption,” as they personally benefit from being part of the corrupt action.  As  officials 149

are closer to the corrupt act and might even be personally involved in it or personally know 

the corrupt actor it is assumed that non-public sector employment relates positively to  low 

levels of corruption tolerance (hypothesis 5). 

Marital Status, Children and Religiosity 

Gatti et al. add that “individuals that have strong family and religious values”  tend to be 150

less tolerant toward corrupt behaviour. Pop takes this a step further, assuming that people 

that are in a relationship or have children will be less tolerant of corruption as they fear of 

otherwise losing the “love or respect of their family members.”  Pop believes that since 151

“acceptance of corrupt acts goes against religious norms,”  religious people will be more 152

averse to corruption. Yet, according to Gatti et al., “interestingly, different religious beliefs 
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do not seem to have a significant impact […].”  Thacker notes that Protestant countries 153

generally tend to have lower levels of intrastate corruption.  Pop finds support for these 154

hypotheses in her research, which shows that religion, as well as higher age, decrease 

tolerance of corruption slightly.  Taken from this, the expectation for this study is that 155

marriage or partnership (hypothesis 6), children (hypothesis 7) and religiosity (hypothesis 

8) are positive indicators of low levels of corruption tolerance. 

Trust 

Blake finds, that “confidence in the police is strongly associated with low tolerance of 

bribe-taking.”  Moreover, Chang and Huang see a link between corruption tolerance and 156

citizens’ trust for politicians and political institutions in their study on East Asia. They 

believe “citizens who tolerate political malfeasance to trust their political institutions in 

spite of their experience with corrupt practices.”  Hence, if citizens have a high level of 157

corruption tolerance, corrupt actions will not influence their level of trust in the 

government, if levels of trust are high. The precondition then is to assume that there is a 

link between levels of corruption tolerance and citizens’ trust in their government. Morris 

and Klesner relate trust to public corruption tolerance and find that “those more tolerant of 

corruption also have lower levels of trust in political institutions.”  Lavena adds that 158

“citizens who lack confidence in government institutions are more permissive of 
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corruption”  and “the acceptance of corrupt practices […] increases the chances of 159

perceiving officials as dishonest and untrustworthy.”  Hence, the assumption is formed 160

that high levels of trust amongst individuals relate positively to low levels of corruption  

tolerance (hypothesis 9). 

Perceptions of democracy 

Moreno suggests that corruption tolerance is low when “support for democracy […] [and] 

interpersonal trust”  is high. Moreover, Bailey and Paras find that “perceptions of 161

corruption negatively influence satisfaction with democracy, and those who perceive 

corruption to be a significant problem are less likely to trust institutions or individuals.”  162

It is visible here, how intertwined the phenomena of citizens’ levels of trust and 

perceptions of democracy are. Thus, it is believed that citizens’ satisfaction with democracy 

is positively linked to levels of trust (hypothesis 10a). Guo and Tu discover that “lower 

confidence in government’s anti-corruption efforts will result in higher corruption tolerance 

and lower enthusiasm to participate in fighting against corruption.”  According to these 163

findings, there is an expected negative correlation between a government’s anti-corruption 

efforts and citizens’ corruption tolerance (hypothesis 10b). A government’s lack of action 

on anti-corruption is expected to result in low motivation amongst citizens to act against 

corruption, as behaviour directly influences attitude, which is can be derived from the 

corruption tolerance model. Therefore, citizens’ motivation to stand up against corruption 

in their country are expected to be negatively linked to levels of corruption tolerance 
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(hypothesis 10c). Moreno finds that there is a direct correlation regarding perception of 

existence of bribery and dissatisfaction with democracy amongst citizens.  Taken from 164

this, the hypothesis arises that high levels of dissatisfaction with democracy are positively 

linked to low levels of corruption tolerance (hypothesis 10d). 

Mechanisms of corruption: Bribery, Election Fraud and Favouritism 

Bailey et al. find that perceptions amongst citizens differ to what the term might entail.   165

Different understandings of the term of corruption are influenced by individual sensitivities 

towards certain phenomena and actions, dictated by moral estimation.  Since moral 166

assessment of what can be seen as corruption is under individual evaluation, it is believed 

that the perception of what corruption is, will naturally influence individuals’ inclination to 

tolerate corruption. “Respondents who were highly tolerant of other citizens’ undesirable 

behavior were also highly permissive of corruption,”  assuming that people who accept 167

bribery amongst citizens will also accept bribery amongst politicians (hypothesis 11a). It is 

argued in this thesis that bribery, election fraud and favouritism are all mechanisms of 

corruption. Consequentially, the expectation is that low tolerance of each, bribery, election 

fraud and favouritism, is positively related to low tolerance of corruption (hypothesis 11b, 

12 and 13). 
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2. Macro-level expectations 

Levels of corruption 

Guo and Tu find that “citizens from countries with high levels of corruption are more 

tolerant of corruption.”  On a country-level, levels of corruption tolerance are expected to 168

be linked to data found in international indices. The macro-level expectations are threefold. 

Barr and Serra suggest that there is a link between levels of corruption in a country and the 

levels of corruption tolerance amongst citizens.  They find that citizens in countries with 169

high levels of corruption are more likely to be tolerant of corruption.  Chang and Kerr 170

make the surprising discovery, that “those who have been the victims of corruption actually 

tend to accept corruption.”  Yet, they do not have an explanation for this behaviour. It 171

will be suggested, that according to the corruption tolerance model, their social and 

subjective norms have changed after being a victim of corruption. This would lead us to 

assume that a person may believe, the more widespread corruption is as a phenomenon in a 

given society, the more acceptable it becomes as it is less of a taboo. Due to this discovery, 

it is expected that low levels of corruption relate positively to low levels of corruption 

tolerance (hypothesis 14). If this is proven true, it could be an explanation for the struggle 

when implementing anti-corruption measures as bottom-up initiatives in countries with 

high levels of corruption. This hypothesis leads to assume that Mexicans are generally 

more tolerant of corruption than Poles. Testing this hypothesis will lead to understand 

corruption tolerance more profoundly as it will be related to levels of corruption and it 

serves as the basis to establish further expectations for this macro analysis. 
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Levels of trust 

Trust can be divided into interpersonal trust and institutional trust. It is believed that trust is 

an essential indicator of corruption tolerance on a social level, for “trust is an efficient 

strategy bringing desirable individual and social outcomes only if others are 

trustworthy.”  Moreno finds that high levels of interpersonal trust within a society are 172

directly linked to low levels of corruption tolerance  and that “more trusting societies also 173

tend to be less likely to justify corruption.”  Therefore, similar outcomes of both types of 174

trust are expected, as a similar relation between the types of trust and corruption tolerance 

can be observed. High levels of citizens’ interpersonal trust (hypothesis 15a) and trust 

towards their governments and public institutions (hypothesis 15b) are expected to relate 

positively to low levels of corruption and likewise to low levels of corruption tolerance. 

Levels of democracy  

Moreno discovers that there is a link between a nation’s level of corruption tolerance and 

the level of democracy within a country, since “attitudes toward corruption […] show a 

strong negative relationship to democratic attitudes.”  Pop found that countries of the 175

former soviet bloc were more acceptant of corruption than Western European states.  176

However, “individuals living in the former communist bloc have on average similar levels 

of acceptance of corrupt acts as the individuals living in European countries with 
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established democracies,”  demonstrating that “even if corruption in the former 177

communist bloc is still perceived as being widespread, the change has been made toward 

less tolerant values concerning corrupt acts.”  There is a visible difference in levels of 178

corruption tolerance between nations that are newly established democracies, versus long 

standing democratic states.  Consequentially, it is expected that the longer a democracy 179

has been (officially) established, the more effective it is. It is assumed that citizens of well 

and long established democracies are less tolerant towards political corruption than citizens 

of younger democracies. Yet, it does not only depend on how long a state has been 

democratic but rather for how long democratic order has actually been effective. In context 

of these case studies, Mexico has been a democracy for a long time but seems not to have 

been as effective as the democracy in Poland today.  Hence, effectiveness is more valid in 180

this case than the actual length the democracy has existed for. According to this, high levels 

of democracy are believed to relate positively to low levels of corruption and similarly so 

to low levels of corruption tolerance (hypothesis 16a). Linked to these hypotheses is also 

the presupposition that high levels of freedom relate positively to low levels of corruption 

and corruption tolerance (hypothesis 16b). 

IV. Data and Methodology 

The goal of this research is to measure citizens’ levels of corruption tolerance in Mexico 

and Poland. Two online surveys were conducted in both countries in order to gather data on 

citizens’ opinions. Questionnaires consisting of 24 questions were designed in Spanish and 

Polish to determine citizens’ attitudes, i.e. their beliefs and values, on political corruption 

in their countries. The populations in this research project were Mexican and Polish 

national citizens. To gather the data, a sample of 104 citizens was asked to participate in 
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the survey. 52 Poles and 52 Mexicans from different parts of the respective countries 

participated in the surveys. The full questionnaire and all the individual responses for both 

surveys are listed in the annex. It is essential to be aware of the fact that each participant 

might understand the term corruption uniquely and in their own (country/cultural) context. 

In order to not create confusion and to eradicate any possible bias in the results, the word 

corruption  was  used  carefully  and  only  in  context.  Mechanisms  of  corruption,  as  e.g. 

bribery and electoral fraud were used to make the understanding of the term easier and to 

evaluate how individuals understood corruption, which will also be part of the analysis. 

The individual understanding of a term will shape the results of the survey and this fact 

should be acknowledged. 

Measuring corruption tolerance 

From the hypotheses, which were developed in chapter three, certain variables derive 

which can be applied to the research. The main aim of the study is to measure citizens’ 

corruption tolerance. Thus, corruption tolerance (CT) serves as the dependent variable of 

the research. A number of independent variables were applied and serve to deconstruct the 

dependent variable in order to make it measurable. For both micro- and macro-analyses a 

general descriptive analysis was constructed first, to be followed by a multiple linear 

regression analysis to gain insight into how the dependent variable relates to the 

independent variables on an individual and a country-level. To analyse the collected data, 

the statistical analysis programme SPSS 25 was used. 

On a micro-level analysis, using the data from our conducted surveys, nine demographic 

variables were applied to determine personal attributes to categorise the groups of 

participants.   181

 The questionnaire used to collect data through survey research as well as the results per question (in absolute 181

numbers and percentage) can be found in the annex.
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The following demographic variables with their respective codes were applied to both 

groups of citizens:  

Q1:  Nationality  (NAT) 

Q2:  Age   (AGE) 

Q3:  Gender   (GEN) 

Q4:  Place of residence (PLACE) 

Q5:  Education  (EDU) 

Q6:  Occupation  (OCC) 

Q7:  Marital status  (MS) 

Q8:  Children  (CHILD) 

Q9:  Religion  (REL) 

Tables 1 lists the demographic variables with the proportions of participants per attribute 

that has been applied. The attributes used for each variable were selected on the basis of 

the previously adopted hypotheses. The attribute which was expected to provoke low 

tolerance was selected and applied to the following table. Numbers in the positive and 

negative sections apply for the real number of participants that fulfil these categories, plus 

the overall percentage. Nationality was assessed by asking participants if they were Polish/

Mexican. This was the first question in order to find the right group of participants. 

Participants were also asked to state their age in numbers and their gender according to 

male, female and other. For the place of residence, the size of the city in terms of 

population was questioned to distinguish between urban and rural areas. Urban areas were 

defined as cities with a population of more than 50.000 citizens, rural areas were defined as 

towns or villages with less than 50.000 inhabitants. In terms of education it was valuable to 

be able to rank between different levels, ranging from basic, through middle and 

professional to higher, where higher was considered a university degree. For the type of 

occupation, participants could choose between the categories of student, self-employed, 

employed in the private sector, employed in the public sector, a homemaker, a pensioner, 
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unemployed and other. Marital status was divided into single, married/civil union, 

divorced, widowed and other union. The participant could confirm or deny that they had 

children. Religiosity was determined by asking the participant directly if they considered 

themselves religious. Hence, religiosity was measured according to the participant’s self-

assessment and identification.  

Table 1: Demographic Statistics 

Table 1 describes the statistical evidence that can be found in the research related to the 

demographic variables used. Each variable is tested on how it relates to an applied 

attribute. Negative and positive relation towards the selected attribute is expressed in 

absolute numbers and in percentage. Attributes help to measure tendencies amongst 

answers to give an overview of the trends and the population examined. The mean value 

calculates an average (according to the responses) for every variable and every country and 

stands independently of the attributes applied. Since the only numeric variable is age, a 

mean value is only calculated for this variable. 

Participants were asked to rank their acceptance of twelve potential scenarios that reflect 

corrupt behaviour. Situations range from cases of bribery and election fraud to favouritism. 
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Questions assessing their levels of trust and confidence in public officials and the 

government, their views on democracy, freedom of expression, anti-corruption laws and 

their willingness to take action against corruption were posed. Participants were given the 

five options to reply, ranking from strongly agree to strongly disagree. By determining 

citizens’ values and their approval or disapproval towards certain actions also gives us 

insight into a citizen’s understanding of what corruption could or could not be (from their 

perspective). Therefore, this study not only assesses public corruption tolerance but 

(automatically) also citizens’ understandings of the term corruption. 

The following further independent variables (attitude- and action based variables) with 

their respective codes were used to measure corruption tolerance:  

Q10: Satisfaction with government    (SAT) 

Q11: Trust in politicians      (TrustPO) 

Q12: Trust in public institutions     (TrustPI) 

Q13: Perception of transparency of government   (TransPO) 

Q14: Perception of transparency of public institutions  (TransPI) 

Q15: Perception of democracy     (DEM) 

Q16: Tolerance of bribery in general    (BRIBEgen) 

Q17: Tolerance of police bribery     (BRIBEpol) 

Q18: Tolerance of presidential bribery    (BRIBEpres) 

Q19: Tolerance of electoral fraud own candidate   (VOTEyes) 

Q20: Tolerance of electoral fraud other candidate   (VOTEno) 

Q21: Tolerance of favouritism     (JOB) 

Q22: Effectiveness of anti-corruption laws   (LAW) 

Q23: Possibility for public freedom of expression   (ACTION) 

Q24: Motivation for public freedom of expression  (ACT) 
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The descriptive statistics of these variables can be seen in Tables 2 and 3. 

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics Poland 

Descriptive Statistics

Mean Std. Deviation N

Corruption_tolerance_mea

n

4,0568 ,51719 52

SAT_TRUST 4,21 ,977 52

TrustPO_TRUST 4,19 1,067 52

TrustPI_TRUST 3,63 1,189 52

TransPO_TRUST 4,27 ,972 52

TransPI_TRUST 3,75 1,082 52

DEM_DEMO 3,85 1,392 52

BRIBEgen_BRIBE 4,56 ,938 52

BRIBEpol_BRIBE 4,88 ,471 52

BRIBEpres_BRIBE 3,98 1,196 52

VOTEyes_VOTE 4,29 1,091 52

VOTEno_VOTE 3,96 1,252 52

JOB_JOBF 4,17 1,098 52

LAW_DEMO 3,62 ,953 52

ACTION_DEMO 3,15 1,195 52

ACT_DEMO 3,38 1,191 52
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Table 3: Descriptive Statistics Mexico 

The appointed independent variables, that were set for a single question in the survey, can 

be categorised and bundled into dependent variables such as: 

!  

!  

!  

!  

!  

Descriptive Statistics

Mean Std. Deviation N

Corruption_tolerance_mea

n

4,2233 ,38613 52

SAT_TRUST 3,75 1,169 52

TrustPO_TRUST 3,69 1,164 52

TrustPI_TRUST 3,88 ,900 52

TransPO_TRUST 4,06 ,938 52

TransPI_TRUST 4,12 ,548 52

DEM_DEMO 3,54 1,163 52

BRIBEgen_BRIBE 4,29 ,667 52

BRIBEpol_BRIBE 4,50 ,728 52

BRIBEpres_BRIBE 4,71 ,696 52

VOTEyes_VOTE 4,73 ,528 52

VOTEno_VOTE 4,77 ,509 52

JOB_JOBF 4,29 ,871 52

LAW_DEMO 4,44 ,725 52

ACTION_DEMO 3,44 1,259 52

ACT_DEMO 3,29 1,073 52

y(TRUST ) = (xSAT + xTr ustPO + xTr ustPI + xTransPO + xTransPI ) ÷ 5
y(DEMO) = (xDEM + xL AW + x ACTION + x ACT ) ÷ 4
y(BRIBE ) = (xBIRBEgen + xBRIBEpol + xBRIBEpres) ÷ 3
y(VOTE ) = (xVOTE yes + xVOTEno) ÷ 2
y(JOBF ) = (x JOBF ) ÷ 1
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Through the following equations the values for Poland therefore are: 

!  

!  

!  

!  

!  

Through the following equations the values for Mexico therefore are: 

!  

!  

!  

!  

!  

Moreover, to measure mechanisms of corruption (MEC), all relevant variables need to be 

combined as in BRIBE, VOTE and JOBF, which creates another dependent variable: 

!  

Applied to the values, the following mean for Poland is reached: 

!  

Applied to the values, the following mean for Mexico is reached: 

 !  

y(TRUSTPOL) = (4.21 + 4.19 + 3.63 + 4.27 + 3.75) ÷ 5 = 4.01
y(DEMOPOL) = (3.85 + 3.62 + 3.15 + 3.38) ÷ 4 = 3.50
y(BRIBEPOL) = (4.56 + 4.88 + 3.98) ÷ 3 = 4.47
y(VOTEPOL) = (4.29 + 3.96) ÷ 2 = 4.13
y(JOBFPOL) = (4.17) ÷ 1 = 4.17

y(TRUSTMEX ) = (3.75 + 3.69 + 3.88 + 4.06 + 4.12) ÷ 5 = 3.90
y(DEMOMEX ) = (3.54 + 4.44 + 3.44 + 3.29) ÷ 4 = 3.68
y(BRIBEMEX ) = (4.29 + 4.50 + 4.71) ÷ 3 = 4.50
y(VOTEMEX ) = (4.73 + 4.77) ÷ 2 = 4.75
y(JOBFMEX ) = (4.29) ÷ 1 = 4.29

y(MEC ) = (xBRIBE + xVOTE + x JOBF ) ÷ 3

y(MECPOL) = (4.47 + 4.13 + 4.17) ÷ 3 = 4.26

y(MECMEX ) = (4.50 + 4.75 + 4.29) ÷ 3 = 4.51
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The main dependent variable remains corruption tolerance. The additional dependent 

variables serve to relate our independent demographic variables and test them on all 

dependent variables. The study assumes, that corruption tolerance on a micro-level 

depends on the presented variables. The variables selected for the survey were based on the 

previously presented literature that was carefully examined and used as a basis of previous 

research for this thesis. Additionally, discussing the term political corruption revealed the 

structures that are inherent within corruption cases and helped understand what corruption 

entails. Common patterns of corrupt actions were used to show representative cases of how 

corruption actually occurs within governments and public institutions. 

Table 4 demonstrates that variables are evaluated positively and negatively toward the 

level of agreement. Agreement and strong agreement, respectively disagreement and strong 

disagreement are combined to depict the general tendencies amongst citizens’ opinions. 

The mean value gives a more exact insight into levels of corruption by calculating the 

exact average of corruption tolerance levels. High levels of agreement equal high levels of 

tolerance (Q10-Q23). An exception within the evaluation can be found in the last variable 

(Q24; ACT). Here, the attribute evaluates corruption tolerance by is not agreement but 

disagreement, since here, high levels of agreement symbolise low levels of tolerance. 

Therefore, this variable needs to be reversely coded to add up to the correct mean value 

relating to corruption tolerance. Additionally, the difference between variables Q10-Q23 

and variable Q24 also lies in the indicators. Whilst Q10-Q23 are attitude-based indicators, 

Q24 is an action-based indicator.  

Since the survey suggests that political corruption tolerance is based on the levels of trust a 

citizen has (TRUST), the attitude towards democracy (DEMO) and the perception of what 

bribery is (BRIBE), of what election fraud is (VOTE) and what favouritism is (JOBF), 

these five variables - that have acted as dependent variables in relation to the earlier 

mentioned independent variables - will now act as independent variables determining the 

corruption tolerance. By using the data gained from the survey, the dependent variable 

corruption tolerance can be defined as the mean of the sum of these three independent 
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(attitude- and action-based) variables tested. This way, all three variables (that consist of 

other variables) are presented equally. 

Table 4: Descriptive Statistics Micro-Analysis 

!  
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According to the presented independent variables used, the study suggests that to measure 

an overall average of citizens’ corruption tolerance for a country on a micro-level, the 

following equation should be applied: 

!  

where x is the sum of the independent variable and y the sum of the dependent variable, in 

this case corruption tolerance. The mean value of corruption tolerance for a country is 

depicted numerically by using a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 represents strong agreement and 

5 strong disagreement, i.e. 5 represents zero corruption tolerance, whereas 1 represents a 

high level of corruption tolerance. Every independent variable that is used as a parameter 

to directly measure corruption tolerance is used in the equation. The combination of all 

variables gives us insight into the general levels of corruption tolerance (again, positively 

and negatively expressed). Applied to the surveys, overall corruption tolerance levels of 

4.06 for Poland and 4.22 for Mexico are reached: 

!

!  

y(CT ) = (xTRUST + xDEMO + xBRIBE + xVOTE + x JOBF ) ÷ 5

y(CTPOL) = (4.01 + 3.50 + 4.47 + 4.13 + 4.17) ÷ 5 = 4.06
y(CTMEX ) = (3.90 + 3.68 + 4.50 + 4.75 + 4.29) ÷ 5 = 4.22
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Table 5: Descriptive Statistics CT Poland  Table 6: Descriptive Statistics CT Mexico 

On a macro-level analysis, the independent variables used were levels of trust, democracy 

and corruption. Here, data from various indices was used to establish knowledge of real 

levels of trust, democracy and corruption. As a result, numbers retrieved from our micro-

analysis can be used to be compared to values from our macro-analysis. Levels of trust 

were valued by using the World Values Survey to test interpersonal trust attitudes on a 

country level and the OECD’s Government at a glance report to evaluate institutional trust, 

respectively on a country-level. Levels of democracy on a country-level were tested using 

statistical evidence from the Democracy Index and from the Freedom in the World index. 

Levels of corruption extracted from the Corruption Perceptions Index were used to provide 

insights on the comparability of actual corruption and corruption tolerance.  As one goal 182

of our research is to measure the relationship between corruption tolerance and perceived 

corruption, this variable will prove to be extremely useful. 

Statistics

Corruption_tolerance_mean  

N Valid 52

Missing 1

Mean 4,0568

Std. Error of Mean ,07172

Median 4,1450

Std. Deviation ,51719

Skewness -1,170

Std. Error of Skewness ,330

Kurtosis 1,411

Std. Error of Kurtosis ,650

Minimum 2,51

Maximum 4,95

 Data was used from the previous year of publication of this paper. If data was unavailable for that year, the 182

statistical evidence from the year before that was used. However, the year of data collection is marked in the further 
analysis.
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Corruption_tolerance_mean  

N Valid 52

Missing 1

Mean 4,2233

Std. Error of Mean ,05355

Median 4,2800

Std. Deviation ,38613

Skewness -,249

Std. Error of Skewness ,330

Kurtosis -,765

Std. Error of Kurtosis ,650

Minimum 3,47

Maximum 4,95



Table 7: Descriptive Statistics Macro-Analysis  183

!  

V. Empirical Analysis 

1. Micro-level analysis 

For this research on Poland and Mexico respectively, surveys were conducted in each 

country to gain insight into citizens’ attitudes towards corruption. The results of these 

questionnaires will serve as the basis of the micro-analysis. The study of N=52 was 

conducted in June/July 2019 with the goal of evaluating citizens’ levels of corruption 

tolerance.  

Reliability analysis 

To test the reliability of the variables in the survey a Cronbach’s alpha analysis was 

performed, ultimately to test how reliable the measure actually is on predicting corruption 

tolerance. Given the possibility that the questions are unreliable, a more suitable research 

tool would have to reconstructed. The combination of all attitude- and action- based 

 Numbers were taken from indices and represented in percentage.183
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variables which serve as indicators to construct a measure for corruption tolerance, reach 

an alpha value of .739 for Poland, indicating a high level of reliability. All variables that 

serve as hypothetical mechanisms of corruption to test corruption tolerance are found to 

have a reliability of .641, still proving sufficient reliability. Moreover, special interest was 

given tho the interrelation of the dependent variables TRUST and DEMO, since it has been 

argued that attitudes towards trust and democracy are linked.  The Cronbach’s alpha for 184

these variables is at .808, indicating a very high inter-item reliability. Reliability was also 

measured for our dependent variable corruption tolerance (CT). Tested with trust 

(TRUST), corruption tolerance scores a reliability of .754, with democracy (DEMO) it 

scores a level of .641, with bribery (BRIBE) a score of .795, with election fraud (VOTE) it 

reaches .479 and with favouritism (JOBF) it reaches .756. Apart from the value for variable 

VOTE, which is relatively low, all variables achieve high scores, proving to be reliable. 

Table 8: Reliability CT Poland     Table 9: Reliability Mexico 

The same reliability analysis that has been performed for the survey on Poland, was 

conducted for the survey on Mexico and found a similarly high value at .726. Variables 

representing mechanisms of corruption were levelled at .738, scoring a little higher than in 

the survey on Poland. The link between variables labelled TRUST and DEMO were also 

here found to be high, showing a .753 alpha score, therefore all being highly reliable. 

Applied to trust (TRUST), corruption tolerance reached a scale of .632, in relation to 

democracy (DEMO) it reached .758, in relation to bribery (BRIBE) it reached .692, with 

Reliability Statistics

Cronbach's 

Alpha N of Items

,739 15

 See micro-level expectations of this thesis.184
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election fraud (VOTE) is scored .754 and with favouritism .653 - all high reliability scores. 

Since the score for election fraud was considerably higher in the study on Mexico, it seems 

to be reliable to use VOTE as a valuable variable for corruption tolerance. Since reliability 

was overall high in both case studies, the survey seems appropriate to use for interpretation 

of the results. 

Correlation analysis 

A correlation analysis was conducted between the dependent and independent variables 

using the Pearson Product Moment correlation coefficient. Moreover, correlation analyses 

between the variables labelled TRUST and DEMO, as well as between BRIBE, VOTE and 

JOBF were found to be valuable, as it was believed they were linked. A positive correlation 

of r (51) = .626, p < .001 was detected between the sub-scales TRUST and DEMO, 

indicating that, indeed, there is a strong relation between attitudes towards trust and 

democracy amongst Polish citizens. Testing the correlation between the three mechanisms, 

used as scenarios of corruption in our survey, showed that there is a significant correlation 

between attitudes towards bribery and favouritism (r (51) = .512, p < .001) as well as 

between bribery and election fraud (r (51) = .420, p < .01). However, we only find a very 

weak correlation between election fraud and favouritism (r (51) = .024, p > .1), indicating 

that Polish citizens’ attitudes towards certain mechanisms of corruption vary significantly 

and that perceptions of what can be viewed as corruption or not may vary. Since the 

correlation between the three mechanisms of corruption is rather weak, their comprised 

average will not be used, as it proves more valuable to use them singularly.  

Indeed, it also proved to be interesting to evaluate the relation between our attitude- and 

action-based variables, since a relevant correlation could not be found (r (51) = .157, p > .

1). This leads us to believe that citizens’ attitudes of corruption in Poland does not 

influence their own willingness to act, hence attitude and behaviour are rather negatively 

related. Since this study was not based on citizens’ behaviour but on attitudes, behaviour 
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was a rather weak variable. Due to this circumstance, the correlation analysis for attitude- 

and action-based variables should be put to further test to achieve more exact results. 

Table 10: Correlation Trust and Democracy Poland 

Table 11: Correlation Mechanisms of Corruption Poland 

For the correlation analysis on Mexican citizens, it was found that levels of trust and 

attitudes towards democracy are similarly linked at (r (51) = .593, p < .001). This 

Correlations

TRUST_mean DEMO_mean

TRUST_mean Pearson Correlation 1 ,626**

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000

N 52 52

DEMO_mean Pearson Correlation ,626** 1

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000

N 52 52

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Correlations

VOTE_mean BRIBE_mean JOBF

VOTE_mean Pearson Correlation 1 ,420** ,024

Sig. (2-tailed) ,002 ,868

N 52 52 52

BRIBE_mean Pearson Correlation ,420** 1 ,512**

Sig. (2-tailed) ,002 ,000

N 52 52 52

JOBF Pearson Correlation ,024 ,512** 1

Sig. (2-tailed) ,868 ,000

N 52 52 52

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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correlation is relevant, though significantly lower than amongst citizens in Poland. The 

correlation between election fraud and bribery is quite significant at (r (51) = .578, p < .

001) and both the correlations between bribery and favouritism (r (51) = .287, p > .01) and 

election fraud and favouritism (r (51) = .304, p > .01) are fairly low. These results let us 

assume that there is a relevant cultural or regional difference in perceptions of what 

corruption is and can be and should be taken into consideration when analysing the results. 

The correlation between attitude- and action-based variables is even lower for Mexico (r 

(51) = .092, p >.1) than for Poland, but confirms what has been seen for Poland. As has 

become visible from the results is that attitude and behaviour do not seem to be related. 

According to these findings the previously constructed corruption tolerance model would 

possibly have to be revised. However, as already mentioned, since action-based variables 

were not sufficiently tested in this survey, further research would have to be conducted 

before revising the model. 

Table 12: Correlation Trust and Democracy Mexico 

Correlations

TRUST_mean DEMO_mean

TRUST_mean Pearson Correlation 1 ,593**

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000

N 52 52

DEMO_mean Pearson Correlation ,593** 1

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000

N 52 52

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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Table 13: Correlation Mechanisms of Corruption Mexico 

Normality testing 

When conducting a normality test (histogram) on our dependent variable corruption 

tolerance, it is found that the graph for our survey on Poland is mostly within normality but 

shows a little deviation. The curve for Mexico shows a little more deviation. Despite slight 

deviation, it can still be said that the curve is within normality.    

Correlations

BRIBE_mean VOTE_mean JOBF

BRIBE_mean Pearson Correlation 1 ,578** ,287*

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 ,039

N 52 52 52

VOTE_mean Pearson Correlation ,578** 1 ,304*

Sig. (2-tailed) ,000 ,028

N 52 52 52

JOBF Pearson Correlation ,287* ,304* 1

Sig. (2-tailed) ,039 ,028

N 52 52 52

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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!  
 Graph 1: Normality CT Poland 

!  
 Graph 2: Normality CT Mexico 

Multiple regression analysis 

The dependent variable is dependent on the sum of independent variables used in this 

survey. To achieve more precise results and in order to test our independent variables and 

the effect they actually have on the dependent variable, a multiple regression analysis 

needs to be applied. Since one dependent variable and multiple independent variables are 
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used, it seems most reasonable to use a multiple regression analysis. Regression is a way of 

finding out whether the variables are in fact valuable to determine corruption tolerance and 

how the independent variables each relate to the dependent variable and to make 

predictions. Values of a range from 1 to 5 have been applied to the response options set in 

the survey. 1 equals strongly agree and 5 equals strongly disagree. According to the 

previously established expectations each variable will be tested for low corruption 

tolerance, therefore the score will be set to 1 equalling maximum corruption tolerance 

(high CT) and 5 to minimum corruption tolerance (low CT). Table 14 demonstrates the 

expectations and the findings for every hypotheses tested. All the Attributes were tested on 

low levels of corruption tolerance and were expected to show a positive relation. 

The descriptive statistics for our survey on Poland show that the mean value for corruption 

tolerance (CT) is at 4.06 (for N = 52), indicating that the citizens of our sample for Poland 

have a relatively low tolerance of corruption on average. The minimum lies at 2.51 and the 

maximum at 4.95, presenting a fairly wide range. For the study on Mexico, a mean of 4.22 

(N =52) is calculated, hence citizens of the sample for Mexico are a little less tolerant of 

corruption than citizens in Poland. The minimum is at 3.47 and the maximum at 4.95, 

showing a little less variety than in Poland. The independent variables are measured and 

tested for corruption tolerance and evaluated on the CT average for a certain population. 

Even though some values might not necessarily indicate low or high levels of corruption 

on our scale from 1 to 5, it is more relevant to assess the values relating to our mean value, 

which then in return will indicate high or low CT. 

In a multiple regression analysis, each independent variable was tested on how it relates to 

corruption tolerance. Value outcomes were compared to the previously established average 

of corruption tolerance for both countries to see, by modifying a variable to a certain 

attribute, how this influences the levels of corruption tolerance. In detail, it was found that 

by filtering AGE >35 for Poland, the score rises to 4.30, indicating a lower level of CT and 

confirming our expectation in H1. Applying the same filter to our data on Mexico, the 

opposite results are shown - the score falls to 4.17, indicating that H1 does not hold true for 

age in Mexico. Therefore, it could be said that for Poland H1 is confirmed as older age 
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(>35) is a valuable indicator of low level corruption tolerance, since elder people tend to 

be less tolerant of corruption here. Regardless, for Mexico H1 does not hold true, as older 

people tend to be more tolerant of corruption.  

By activating GEN=female, it can be analysed how corruption tolerance relates to female 

gender. The resulting mean is at 3.99 for Poland, in comparison to the mean overall score 

of 4.06 for all genders on corruption tolerance. This shows us that H2 does not fulfil our 

expectation for Poland. Testing the same filter on the survey on Mexico, a score of 4.32 on 

an overall CT mean of 4.22 can be achieved, which translates to a slightly lower level of 

corruption tolerance and H2 is therefore positive to the previous expectation in Mexico. 

This leads to the conclusion that women are not generally less tolerant of corruption as 

expected, but it strongly depends on the society and country.  

H3 assumed citizens living in urban areas to be less tolerant of corruption than citizens in 

rural areas. This assumption proves correct for both case studies. In each country, Poland 

(4.12) and Mexico (4.28), scores rise above their mean value for PLACE = city >50,000, 

revealing that citizens living in urban areas are relatively less tolerant towards corruption. 

Not only is it found that the place of residence influences levels of corruption, but it 

influences low tolerance positively for residents of cities in both countries. This shows that, 

according to our findings, urban population tends to be less tolerant of corruption than rural 

population. 

Applying the expectation H4 to levels of education (through ECC = higher education) to 

the data, it is found that education hardly influences citizens’ levels of corruption. Only 

very slight differences in mean scores were achieved for Poland (4.07) and respectively for 

Mexico (4.24). Therefore, H4 does prove true, but can be regarded as a weak indicator. 

H5, however, proves to be negative for Poland and remains unchanged for Mexico. When 

applying OCC = non-public sector, no significant difference was found for citizens 

employed in the public sector versus citizens not employed in the public sector. Scores 

remain similar to the overall mean for Poland (4.05) and even exactly the same in Mexico 

(4.22). 
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For Poland, it was found that marital status has quite a significant effect on levels of 

corruption tolerance. Citizens living in Poland were less tolerant of corruption if they were 

in a relationship or married (4.12), whereas the difference was rather insignificant for 

Mexico (4.23). H6 could be confirmed and especially proved to be a valuable indicator of 

low corruption tolerance in Poland. The highest factor impact in Poland was found for 

having children. Citizens with children were significantly less tolerant of corruption (4.33). 

However, in Mexico, even the opposite effect can be witnessed. Surprisingly, having 

children made citizens more tolerant of corruption (4.12). Having children only served as a 

reliable indicator in Poland, so H7 was only confirmed here. 

For both countries evaluated, religion scored negatively to prior expectations. In Poland the 

score dropped slightly to 4.00 and to 4.15 in Mexico. Therewith it can be said that H8 was 

not confirmed, but in reverse, religion influences levels of corruption tolerance positively 

in both countries. 

Moving away from the demographic variables applied to the survey, we test levels of trust, 

attitudes towards democracy, attitudes towards bribery, election fraud and favouritism for 

corruption tolerance. Since the hypothesis were mainly formulated for low levels of 

corruption tolerance the variables will be tested on low tolerance. Yet, for the sake of 

completeness high levels of tolerance will also be tested in order to comprehensively 

evaluate how each variable relates in detail to corruption tolerance. 

By testing trust (TRUST) on corruption tolerance it was found for Poland that H9 was not 

confirmed. High levels of trust defined as TRUST ≤ 2 (agree or strongly agree) tested for 

H9 amongst citizens in Poland were met with high levels of corruption tolerance (2.96), 

relative to the overall mean corruption tolerance. Reversely applied, low trust, i.e. TRUST 

≥ 4 (agree and strongly agree) was found to have a correlating high level of corruption 

tolerance amongst Polish citizens (4.29). Therefore, the findings in this regard are contrary 

to expectations. It should be added that for high trust, N equalled 1 and for low trust N 

equalled 31, demonstrating that the wide majority of respondents had low levels of trust. 

Results showed the same pattern when conducting the test of trust on corruption tolerance 

for Mexico, not confirming the expectation H9. Low levels of trust in the government as 
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well as public institutions were met with very low levels of corruption tolerance (4.43). 

High levels of trust were found to show a considerably higher level of corruption tolerance 

(3.85), yet again here with N = 1. In this case, since N is low and therefore not 

representative, the questions will be tested separately to see which tendencies prevail. It is 

remarkable to see how few people identified with having low levels of trust, which gives 

valuable insight into general tendencies of public opinion. All sub-variables of TRUST 

(SAT, TrustPo, TrustPI, TransPO, TransPI) tested on low trust, demonstrate low levels of 

corruption tolerance in Poland. Tested reversely, the opposite results are found, that high 

trust equals high levels of corruption tolerance. In Mexico the same tendencies are seen for 

every variable when testing low trust on CT and also for high trust. The exact results for 

each tested variable can be found in Table 14. 

For our results on democracy the DEMO variable, firstly, consists of the belief that the 

government and its institutions act democratic and is made up by DEM, LAW and 

ACTION. Secondly it is comprised of variable ACT, representing the willingness to 

participate in a democracy. It is believed that these two measures express different attitudes 

and should not be confused. However, the value will be added later to achieve a value for 

DEMO on corruption tolerance.  

Testing H10a showed in Poland that low satisfaction with democracy was met with low 

levels of trust towards the government. However, this did not affect levels of trust I public 

institutions. It seems therefore that Poles do not connect public institutions directly with a 

functioning democracy, but rather view it to be in the hands of politicians. Hence, H10a in 

Poland could only be confirmed for trust in the government. 

H10b could not be confirmed for Poland, as it became clear that the government’s actual 

anti-corruption efforts could not be seen as synonymous as citizens’ perceptions of the 

success of anti-corruption laws. For the study on Poland it became evident that low belief 

in the state and it’s democratic governance resulted in low levels of corruption tolerance 

(4.17). The analysis shows that a high level of belief in the government’s actions results in 

high levels of corruption tolerance (3.89), relative to the corruption tolerance mean. These 

findings match ACT - citizens’ willingness to participate actively in a democracy. Citizens 
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in Poland that were willing to participate in democracy (ACT), were less tolerant of 

corruption (4.14) than citizens that were unwilling to act (3.82), which confirms the 

expectation H10c for Poland. People in Poland and Mexico who believe that anti-

corruption laws are ineffective in their country are less motivated to act themselves, 

showing a direct relation between variables LAW and ACT. Hence, a dysfunctioning 

system of insufficiently applied checks and balances results in low motivation for 

participation. This is an essential finding, as it tells us that a democracy has to be installed 

in the government to motivate citizens to participate in it. With this, it can also be observed 

here what has been expected in the theoretical part. Democracy is a two-way process of 

governing, depending on trust and mutual understanding of cooperation for the common 

good. Failure to implement successful anti-corruption laws diminishes trust and weakens 

the democracy as a whole.  

For Mexico, the results for the dissatisfaction with democracy were especially interesting, 

since none of the 52 participants had high levels of satisfaction. Hence, the level of 

corruption tolerance for high dissatisfaction matched the overall mean (4.22). Results for 

H10a showed the same tendency as in Poland, however levels of trust were also low 

regarding public institutions (although not as low as regarding the government). Low 

belief in the government’s anti-corruption efforts were met with fairly low levels of 

corruption tolerance. It remains unclear, however, from these findings whether the 

government’s anti-corruption efforts are actually low. From what was found, 10b could not 

be confirmed. For H10c no valuable tendencies were found. Levels of corruption tolerance 

only rose slightly (4.25) if people were willing to participate. 

Also here, citizens that were willing to participate were less tolerant of corruption (4.25) 

than those who were not (4.16), though the levels did not differ as much as in Poland. All 

in all, for the variable DEMO, it is derived from these calculations that citizens that are not 

satisfied with the level of democracy in their country are less tolerant of corruption (4.16) 

and citizens that rather do think they live in a functioning democracy are more tolerant of 

corruption (3.86), confirming H10d for Mexico. 
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To gain more precise results for each variable used, the results were examined by 

individually assessing each question posed in the survey. It was found that citizens in both 

Poland and Mexico that are generally more satisfied with their government and also trust 

and perceive their government and their public institutions as more transparent and 

democratic and are generally more tolerant of corruption in their country. Reversely, the 

same can be said. People that are generally less satisfied with their government, that trust 

and perceive their government and their public institutions as less transparent and 

democratic are generally less tolerant of corruption in their country. Not surprisingly, 

people that are less tolerant of single acts of corruption (such as acts of bribery, election 

fraud and favouritism) are generally less tolerant towards corruption. Also, here the 

opposite is found to be true as well. Citizens which are more tolerant towards single acts of 

corruption are also more tolerant towards corruption in general. These results hold true for 

both countries. 

Testing low tolerance of bribery, election fraud and favouritism proved to be especially 

valuable for this research. H11, 12 and 13 were confirmed for Poland and Mexico. In both 

countries, citizens were especially clear of their opinion on bribery, all participants 

showing low tolerance (4.20 for Poland and 4.26 for Mexico). Low tolerance for election 

fraud was met with slightly lower levels of corruption tolerance (4.14 for Poland and 4.25 

for Mexico), whereas low tolerance of favouritism was met with the lowest levels of 

tolerance (4.29 for both countries). In sum, Mexicans are generally less tolerant of single 

acts of corruption, such as bribery and election fraud. Both countries achieve the same 

value for favouritism, with tolerance being especially low here. 

These findings can be related back to Heidenheimer’s theory of black, gray and white 

corruption.  It has become visible that most people in our sample for Poland dismiss 185

bribery in general, hence general bribery can be categorised as black corruption for the 

Polish population. However, whilst Mexicans are even less tolerant of bribery when it is 

either a public official or even the president who acts corruptly, rather the opposite is the 

 Arnold J. Heidenheimer and V. Levine, (Eds.) “Political Corruption. A Handbook.” (New Brunswick: Transaction 185

Publishers, 1989), 26-28.
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case in Poland. Conceptions of what can be considered corruption could therefore be 

culturally driven. Also, since bribery - la mordida - is widespread in Mexico  and 186

therefore might be considered normality. In both countries there is consent when it comes 

to low tolerance of election fraud. Also here, taken from the examined data, election fraud 

can be considered as black corruption in Mexico and Poland. It could be assumed then that 

the high frequency of an immoral action has lead to normality and shifted values and views 

on morality. This process is dangerous as citizens become more and more used to unlawful 

but also immoral actions which would be considered a violation in another country with 

lower levels of moral conduct. The effects of high levels of corruption tolerance are 

therefore perilous for the future of moral societies. 

Based on this sample, it can be said for both countries, Poland and Mexico, that citizens are 

generally fairly intolerant of corruption. Yet, differences can be found especially in the 

distribution of responses. Whilst there is quite a wide range of different opinions in Poland, 

there is less diversity in Mexico. It seems that in Mexico people agree upon the fact that 

corruption is widely spread and it is an issue, given the fact that nearly all the mechanisms 

of corruption that were tested on low tolerance of corruption also proved to qualify 

positively. This proves that there is indeed a link between bribery, election fraud and 

favouritism and corruption and that these actions are generally considered to be corruption 

by citizens (in Mexico and Poland). 

 John Bailey and Pablo Paras, “Perceptions and attitudes about corruption and democracy in Mexico,” Mexican 186

Studies/Estudios Mexicanos, Vol. 22, No. 1, (2006), 63.
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!  
Table 14: Expectations and Findings Micro Analysis  187

 Attributes were expected to relate positively to low levels of corruption tolerance (CT) and tested in this regard.187
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2. Macro-level analysis 

This analysis serves to compare levels of trust, democracy and corruption, deducted from 

multiple indices, to levels of corruption and levels of corruption tolerance. This is done in 

order to establish if these variables relate differently to real corruption in contrast to 

corruption tolerance. This chapter therefore provides to be a cross-analysis of the micro 

findings compared with macro data. Values used from the findings in the macro analysis 

will be judged on a mean value for the presented variable, ranking from 1 to 5, where 5 

indicates a low value and 1 a high value. 

Table 15 depicts the summary of macro findings. Since Poland and Mexico are compared 

in this analysis, they will either both relate to corruption tolerance or corruption. Attributes 

of variables corruption, trust and democracy were chosen to positively relate to low levels 

of corruption tolerance and respectively to low levels of corruption. 

Levels of Corruption 

To which extent are levels of citizens’ corruption tolerance representative of levels of 

corruption in Mexico and Poland? It has been observed that corruption tolerance is 

relatively low in both Mexico (4.22) and Poland (4.06), seeming that citizens are generally 

rather adverse to corruption. Do real levels of corruption influence public opinion to an 

extent that it is valid to say that real levels of corruption represent levels of corruption 

tolerance?  

Transparency International’s Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI) compiles statistics to 

create a new set of data which sheds light on global levels of corruption. According to the 

CPI, with an overall score of 60/100 Poland ranks 36th country of 180, one being the least 

and 180 the most corrupt country.  These numbers show, that on a global score, Poland 188

performs fairly well. According to H14, the expectation is that low levels of corruption are 

representative of corruption tolerance. Since levels of corruption tolerance are high in 

 Transparency International. “Corruption Perceptions Index 2018,” via: https://www.transparency.org/cpi2018, 188

last access 1 July 2019. 
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Poland (4.06), the score for corruption tolerance is lower (lower levels of tolerance) than 

for actual corruption. Indeed, corruption tolerance does not seem to be quite representative 

of corruption levels. For Mexico, an even greater difference can be seen. Mexico scores 

28/100 and is ranked 138 of 180 countries.  Levels of corruption tolerance are higher in 189

Mexico than in Poland, therefore the opposite of what was expected was found. Thus, H14 

does not hold true and levels of corruption do not represent levels of corruption tolerance. 

Levels of trust 

If comparing developments throughout time in Mexico and Poland, distinctly different 

movements regarding levels of corruption can be observed. The Worldwide Governance 

Indicators find on control of corruption that Poland experienced an average growth rate of 

control of 9.73% between 1996 and 2017, whereas for Mexico an average control growth 

of -13.83 can be observed over the same period of time.  These rather poor efforts to 190

control corruption give us insight into the intergovernmental issues of controlling 

corruption on a governmental level but also explain levels of corruption, and moreover low 

levels of trust, especially in Mexico.  

Earlier on it was stated that citizens’ levels of trust are a valuable factor to predict 

corruption tolerance. However, to make more sense of the results from the micro-analysis 

the data from the surveys that were conducted were compared to levels of trust found on a 

national level. The data used to measure interpersonal trust attitudes has been taken from 

the Wold Values Survey. Furthermore, the 2017 Government at a glance report has 

collected data on citizens’ trust towards their governments. In the research on Poland it has 

been found that whilst general levels of trust were low (4.01; where 5 = minimum trust and 

1 = maximum trust), trust towards the government was even lower (4.19) and people 

perceived public institutions as significantly more trustworthy (3.63.). Interpersonal trust in 

 Ibid.189

 World Bank. “Worldwide Governance Indicators: Control of Corruption,” via: https://tcdata360.worldbank.org/190

indicators/hc153e067?country=POL&indicator=364&countries=MEX&viz=line_chart&years=1996,2017, last 
access 26 July 2019. 
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Poland was measured by the World Values Study (WVS) to be at 22.26%.  Participants of 191

our survey therefore showed even lower levels of trust than found in the WVS. It is 

possible therefore to assume, that the trend amongst Poles in recents years has gone 

towards an even more sceptical and untrusting society. However, the WVS shows though, 

that levels of trust are higher amongst people employed in the government or public sector 

(26.5%).  Our study demonstrates the same tendency. Amongst public-sector employees 192

trust is at 3.89 and trust towards public institutions even at 3.29. People working in the 

public sector are continuously more trusting of others. 

The WVS finds that only 12.41% of Mexicans believe that “most people can be trusted.”   193

Interestingly, it can be seen though that people employed in the government or public 

sector or working for the government seem to have higher levels of interpersonal trust 

(16.7%).  The same tendency can be observed in the survey with general trust (3.60) and 194

respondents employed in the public sector find that public institutions are even more 

trustworthy (3.00). This leads us to believe that levels of trust in Mexico are generally low 

and that Mexicans working in the public sector have higher levels of trust than non-public 

sector employees. Comparing the results from the WVS with the results from the micro-

analysis, it is visible that levels of trust measured in this study do not match interpersonal 

trust in the WVS, since levels of trust are at a similar level in Poland as in Mexico (4.01 for 

Poland and 3.90 for Mexico). This leads to believe that interpersonal attitudes of trust are 

not representative of levels of corruption tolerance. Yet, there is a correlation found 

between levels of corruption and interpersonal trust. The data from the WVS and CPI 

combined shows that low levels of corruption in a country relate positively to high levels 

of interpersonal trust amongst citizens. H15a, regarding the relation between corruption 

 World Values Survey, “Wave 6: 2010-2014,” via: http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/WVSOnline.jsp, last access: 191

26 July 2019.

 Ibid.192

 World Values Survey, “Wave 6: 2010-2014,” via: http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/WVSOnline.jsp, last access: 193

26 July 2019.

 Ibid.194
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and trust can therefore be confirmed. Yet the relation between corruption tolerance and 

trust is also not confirmed here. 

The OECD’s Government at a glance report from 2017 notes 38% of Poles in 2016 to have 

confidence in their government.  These numbers are impressive considering that levels of 195

trust towards the government have doubled in Poland between 2007 and 2016.  196

Participants in our survey, however, were found to have considerably less trust in their 

government (4.19).  

For Mexico, the opposite tendencies were found when measuring levels of trust. Mexicans 

have a fairly low level of general trust (3.90). However, trust towards their government 

was a little higher than general trust (3.69) but trust towards public institutions was found 

to be lower (3.88). 

The Government at a glance report finds for Mexico that confidence in government has 

dropped significantly between 2007 and 2016.  Whereas 42% of citizens had confidence 197

in their government in 2007, only 28% of citizens were confident in 2016. This severe loss 

of confidence could be linked to countless corruption scandals in the highest levels of 

government in Mexico during the presidency of Enrique Peña Nieto, Mexico’s president 

serving from 2012 to 2018.  When comparing the responds from the survey with the 198

official data a discrepancy becomes visible. Poles have slightly lower levels of trust than 

Mexicans, whereas the official data suggests the opposite. Yet, both observe low levels of 

trust as well on an interpersonal as well as on a governmental level. 

These findings lead to the assumption that citizens’ low level corruption tolerance is not 

related to high trust in the government. Thus, H15b cannot be confirmed for corruption 

 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). “Government at a glance report 2017,” via: 195

https://read.oecd-ilibrary.org/governance/government-at-a-glance-2017/confidence-in-national-government-in-2016-
and-its-change-since-2007_gov_glance-2017-graph155-en#page1. Last access 26 July 2019.

 Ibid.196

 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). “Government at a glance report 2017,” via: 197

https://read.oecd-ilibrary.org/governance/government-at-a-glance-2017/confidence-in-national-government-in-2016-
and-its-change-since-2007_gov_glance-2017-graph155-en#page1. Last access 26 July 2019.

 Latin Times. “Enrique Peña Nieto Corruption Case,” via: https://www.latintimes.com/enrique-pena-nieto-198

corruption-case-mexican-president-cleared-fraud-led-friend-336255, last access 26 July 2019.
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tolerance. However, the analysis has shown that governmental trust can be linked to levels 

of corruption, as high trust positively influences low corruption. 

Levels of democracy 

The data from the surveys has shown that Poles are not fully convinced they live in a 

functioning democracy (3.50), nor that the government acts inherently democratically 

(3.85). These results match the Democracy Index score, that was levelled at 6.83 (out of 

10, where 10 is a full democracy and 0 an authoritarian regime) in 2016.  Especially 199

concerning is though, that this is the lowest the index has scored for Poland in a ten-year 

period.  Democracy is declining in Poland. A fact, that can be traced back to political 200

developments in the recent years: The governing conservative Law and Justice party under 

Jarosław Kaczyński has tried to gain control over the country’s judiciary by changing the 

rule of law and therewith underpinning democratic governance.   201

Mexicans perceive their government as less democratic (3.54) than Poles do. Official levels 

of democracy therefore match levels of perception of democratic governance in Mexico 

and Poland. Citizens seem to have a realistic perception of how democratic their 

government acts. Similarly as in Poland, Mexicans are also not convinced that they can 

effectively take action against political corruption in their country (3.44). 

The democracy index finds that levels of democracy with a score of 6.19 are similar for 

Mexico as they are for Poland. Mexicans, with a score of 3.68, perceive their state as 

overall more democratic than Poles do. This gives the impression that levels of democracy 

are linked to levels of corruption tolerance in Mexico and Poland. Interestingly enough, 

this demonstrates that levels of democracy seem to be a better predictor of corruption 

tolerance that levels of corruption in a country. H16a proves to be true for levels of 

 Economist Intelligence Unit. “Democracy Index 2018,” via: http://www.eiu.com/topic/democracy-index, last 199

access 27 July 2019.

 Ibid.200

 Freedom House. “Poland’s radical break from democratic norms leaves Hungary in the dust,” via: https://201

freedomhouse.org/blog/poland-s-radical-break-democratic-norms-leaves-hungary-dust, last access 26 July 2019. 
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corruption tolerance, as a positive relation can be seen between high levels of democracy 

and low levels of corruption tolerance. For levels of corruption, it however does not prove 

true. 

The 2019 Freedom in the World index ranks Mexico only as partly free, with an aggregate 

score of 63/100 and a freedom rating of 3/7.  Whereas freedom in Poland was still rated 202

at 93/100 in 2016 with a freedom rating of 1 (out of 7, where 1 is fully free), only three 

years later in 2019, levels have gone down to 84/100 and 2, respectively.  How do 203

citizens feel about these changes? The data from the surveys shows that citizens are not 

very convinced about the fact that they can effectively take action against political 

corruption in Poland (3.15). Moreover, citizens seem unsure of whether anti-corruption 

laws are actually effective in their country, but rather believe they are ineffective (3.62). 

Freedom House finds for Poland that “the courts’ ability to uphold transparency laws has 

been uneven.”  Whilst the results demonstrate that citizens are not entirely confident with 204

where democracy is heading in Poland, it nevertheless be noted that the motivation to 

participate and act against political currents and especially political corruption in Poland is 

also not very high (3.38). 

Freedom House finds that “despite some limitations, several freedom of information laws 

passed since 2002 have successfully strengthened transparency at the federal level, though 

enforcement is uneven across states.”  Mexicans strongly disagree with the effectiveness 205

of laws (4.44). The fairly high levels of dissatisfaction with their government and high 

perceived corruption in Mexico creates the expectation that citizens would be strongly 

inclined to take action against corruption in their country. However, Mexicans seem 

somewhat reluctant to become active against corruption claims. The statistics show a low 

level of motivation of 3.29 to act themselves. This is possibly due to the fact that “while 

 Freedom House, “Freedom in the World (Mexico),” via: https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-world/2018/202

mexico. Last access 26 July 2019.

 Freedom House, “Freedom in the World (Poland),” via: https://freedomhouse.org/report/freedom-world/2019/203

poland. Last access 26 July 2019.

 Ibid.204

 Ibid.205
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there are no formal impediments to free and open discussion, fear of criminal monitoring 

restricts citizens’ willingness to converse publicly about crime in some areas of the 

country.”   206

Accordingly, it cannot be said that levels of freedom match citizens’ levels of tolerance of 

political corruption - here H16b cannot be confirmed for corruption tolerance. Yet, the 

opposite applies to be true, freedom levels serve as positive indicators of corruption in 

Mexico and Poland. 

Table 15: Findings macro analysis  207

!  

 Ibid.206

 Attributes were expected to relate positively to low levels of corruption tolerance (CT) and tested in this regard.207
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VI. Discussion and Conclusion 

This empirical study on Poland and Mexico has approached the topic of political 

corruption from a citizen’s perspective. By defining the term of political corruption some 

key issues of corruption were established. Corruption cannot be easily defined as it should 

be termed in context of a society and its understanding of morality. One goal of this study 

has therefore been to demonstrate how citizens in Poland and Mexico view corruption in 

general and what citizens regard as corruption. It has been found in the micro analysis that 

citizens in both countries are fairly intolerant of immoral actions such as bribery, election 

fraud and favouritism - and of corruption in general. Despite differences in levels of 

corruption in both countries, it has become visible that levels of corruption tolerance are 

quite similar in Poland and Mexico. Moreover, it was found for both countries that citizens 

in urban areas, that are married or in a relationship, not religious, have little trust in their 

government and perceive it as undemocratic and are willing to act against corruption are 

generally less tolerant of corruption. Variables PLACE, MS, REL, TRUST, DEMO and 

ACT (positively or negatively applied) serve as reliable indicators of corruption tolerance. 

Most citizens in both countries regard bribery, election fraud and favouritism as corruption, 

as they show low tolerance towards it. An interesting finding is that citizens in Poland that 

have a low acceptance of police bribery are a little more tolerant of corruption, whereas in 

Mexico, citizens who are less tolerant of bribery in general are a little more tolerant of 

corruption in general. It is notable that citizens communicate different sensitivities towards 

different types of bribery.  

It can be argued that Cressey’s Fraud Triangle  cannot only be used to explain corruption 208

but also to influence citizens levels of corruption. It could facilitate limiting corruption if 

citizens gained a sensitised perspective of what corruption entails, to develop the 

motivation to take action against political corruption in their country. This analysis displays 

that citizens that are generally willing to take action against political corruption in their 

 Donald R. Cressey, “Application and Verification of the Differential Association Theory.,” The Journal of 208

Criminal Law, Criminology, and Police Science, Vol. 43, No. 1 (1952), 43-52.
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countries are very intolerant of corruption. This leads to the deduction that by mobilising 

citizens to act against corruption, they will necessarily develop a lower tolerance of it. 

The macro analysis has demonstrated that levels of corruption do not match levels of 

corruption tolerance. Trust and freedom are considered indicators of corruption, yet they do 

not give a reliable indication of levels of corruption tolerance. Democracy is found to be 

the only indicator matching levels of corruption tolerance in Poland and Mexico. It does 

not correlate with levels of actual corruption. Yet, it should be considered, that this is not 

necessarily the case in other countries as it has also been established in the literature review 

that undemocratic governance is usually a reliable predictor of high levels of corruption. 

It has been especially relevant to highlight the ethical or moral perspective of corruption 

and of corruption tolerance. Political corruption should not be justified easily and as this 

study has attempted to show that by being aware of corruption in one’s country people 

generally become less tolerant of it. Intolerance of corruption and willingness to take 

action are the first step for citizens to regain power within a corrupt state. It has also 

become clear that not only corruption itself is the problem but also ignorance of it. 

Awareness of corruption, the constant demand for truth and for the right of moral 

governance and essentially low tolerance of political corruption, can be an attempt to 

handle corruption. 

There are multiple possibilities of continuing this study project for further research. It 

would be especially interesting to continue the survey research on an annual basis or across 

different presidencies, to examine whether changes can be documented in citizens’ levels 

of corruption tolerance. This would add valuable insight on how a presidential term or 

political currents influence public opinion over a certain period of time. Additionally, it 

would prove valuable to collect data from more countries to establish a research project on 

a greater scale. This would give the opportunity to add another layer to this project and as a 

result establish more targeted anti-corruption measures. Nevertheless, this work can be 

seen as a start to establish anti-corruption measures from a bottom-up approach, that is, by 

using public opinion to target citizens and to motivate them to become active against 

political corruption in their country.  
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Annex  

Questionnaire Survey (English translation): 

Dear participant, my name is Rebecca Fox and I am a student of European Studies at the 
Jagiellonian University in Kraków. As part of my Master thesis I am currently conducting a 
survey on political corruption in Poland. You should know that there are no right or wrong 
answers and only your individual opinion is needed. The information gathered will be treated 
confidentially and not used for any further or private purposes. Survey results will in no way be 
traceable to individual respondents. Thank you for your interest, time and participation!  

 
Q1. Are you a Polish national citizen? ☐yes ☐no  

Q2. Age: ..................  

Q3. Gender: 
☐male ☐female ☐other  

Q4. Place of residence:  
☐village ☐town < 50,000 inhabitants ☐town/city > 50,000 inhabitants 

Q5. What is your highest degree of education? ☐no degree ☐primary school degree ☐middle 
school degree ☐apprenticeship ☐high school degree/matura ☐first level university degree 
☐second level university degree ☐higher ☐employee private sector ☐employee public  

Q6. What is your occupation?  
☐student ☐self-employed ☐employee private sector ☐employee public sector ☐a homemaker 
☐pensioner ☐unemployed ☐other. Specify: ...............  

Q7. Marital status:  
☐single ☐married/civil union ☐divorced ☐widowed ☐other union 

Q8. Do you have children? ☐yes ☐no  

Q9. Do you consider yourself religious? ☐yes ☐no  

Q9a. If yes, which religion do you identify with?  

...................................  
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Please rank the following scenarios:  

Q10. “I am generally satisfied with the current Polish government.” ☐strongly agree ☐agree 
☐neutral ☐disagree ☐strongly disagree  

Q11. “I trust the Polish government.” ☐strongly agree ☐agree ☐neutral ☐disagree ☐strongly 
disagree  

Q12. “I trust Polish public institutions (public services/public officials).”  
☐strongly agree ☐agree ☐neutral ☐disagree ☐strongly disagree  

Q13. “The Polish government is transparent (e.g. regarding laws, decisions, meetings, budgets, 
etc.).“ ☐strongly agree ☐agree ☐neutral ☐disagree ☐strongly disagree  

Q14. “Public institutions (public services/public officials) in Poland are transparent.” ☐strongly 
agree ☐agree ☐neutral ☐disagree ☐strongly disagree  

Q15. “The current Polish government acts inherently democratic.”  
☐strongly agree ☐agree ☐neutral ☐disagree ☐strongly disagree  

Q16. “It is justifiable to accept small sums of money for personal purposes.” ☐strongly agree 
☐agree ☐neutral ☐strongly disagree  

Q17. “It is justifiable for a police officer to accept a bribe.” ☐strongly agree ☐agree ☐neutral 
☐disagree ☐strongly disagree  

Q18. “It is justifiable for the Polish President to accept a bribe.” ☐strongly agree ☐agree 
☐neutral ☐disagree ☐strongly disagree 

Q19. “The candidate I voted for bought votes and in return won the national elections.” 
☐strongly agree ☐agree ☐neutral ☐disagree ☐strongly disagree  

Q20. “The candidate I DID NOT vote for bought votes and in return won the national elections.” 
☐strongly agree ☐agree ☐neutral ☐disagree ☐strongly disagree  

Q21. “A and B apply for the same job. A personally knows C who is the employer. Even though 
B is more qualified, A gets the job.”  
☐strongly agree ☐agree ☐neutral ☐disagree ☐strongly disagree  

Q22. How effective do you believe current anti-corruption laws in your country to be? ☐strongly 
agree ☐agree ☐neutral ☐disagree ☐strongly disagree  
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Q23. Do you think Polish citizens can effectively take action against political corruption in 
Poland? ☐strongly agree ☐agree ☐neutral ☐disagree ☐strongly disagree  

Q24. Would you be prepared to publicly stand up against corruption in your country? ☐strongly 
agree ☐agree ☐neutral ☐disagree ☐strongly disagree  

Thank you for your participation!  
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